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ABSTRACT 

 Mechanical alloying, compaction by cold isostatic pressing, and pressureless sintering were used 

to study the potential for W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe to be processed into the bulk nanocrystalline form as 

a replacement material for depleted uranium in kinetic energy penetrators.  Milling time and sintering 

temperature were varied from 15 to 100 hours and 1000 to 1300°C respectively.  Particle size analysis 

and SEM showed a bimodal particle size distribution with most of the particles below 10 µm in size.  

XRD peak broadening analysis showed crystallite size to be reduced to below 50 nm, while peak shifting 

indicated a reduction in W lattice parameter due to dissolution of Ni and Fe atoms into the W BCC lattice. 

 Post-sintering bulk characterization showed density increasing strongly with increasing sintering 

temperature to above 90% of theoretical density at 1200°C.  Apparent activation energy for sintering 

decreased strongly with increasing milling time.  SEM micrographs showed a bimodal grain size 

distribution with some areas of smaller submicron grains and others with larger grains on the order of 1 – 

4 µm, likely connected to the bimodal particle size distribution from milling.  XRD and SEM also showed 

the precipitation of two secondary phases during sintering: (Fe, Ni)6W6C incorporating carbon from the 

grinding media and an FCC solid solution of Ni, Fe, and W.  The intermetallic carbide phase will increase 

strength but reduce ductility of the bulk material, which is not desirable.  Micro and macrohardness 

testing show similar trends as density with a strong correlation with sintering temperature.  
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

 High-density kinetic energy anti-armor penetrator munitions made from depleted uranium (DU) 

have been deployed in combat by the U.S. military since the Persian Gulf War in 1991 [1-4].  However, 

since their introduction, concerns have been raised about the health and environmental effects of depleted 

uranium [1-4].  As a result, much research has focused on the development of tungsten heavy alloys 

(WHAs) as a less toxic replacement for depleted uranium in kinetic energy penetrators [5-14].  The Army 

Research Laboratory is currently working on a research plan to demonstrate “tungsten nanocomposite 

alternatives to depleted uranium in anti-armor penetrators [15].”   

 While tungsten (W) has sufficiently high density and is readily available, the challenge posed by 

tungsten is its behavior upon impact.  Conventional, coarse-grained W tends to “mushroom” upon impact 

by massive plastic deformation, rather than “self-sharpen” by adiabatic shear banding, or localized bands 

of shear deformation [5, 10-12, 14, 16-20].  Research has shown that deformation behavior is dependent 

on both microstructure and strain rate.  Adiabatic shear banding is more likely to occur as strain rate 

increases and as grain size decreases.  Therefore, bulk nanocrystalline (NC) or ultra-fine grained (UFG) 

W will exhibit adiabatic shear banding at lower strain rates than coarse-grained W [5, 11, 12, 14, 16-20].   

 There are two general approaches to produce a bulk NC or UFG tungsten heavy alloy: bottom-up 

via powder processing or top-down via severe plastic deformation (SPD) [14].  Our bottom-up approach 

involving milling powders of W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe used limited amounts of Ni and Fe designed to 

be enough for alloying and potentially impinging grain growth, but not enough to unacceptably reduce 

density.  A range of milling times (15, 25, and 50 hours) were used to gauge the effect of milling time on 

densification, microstructure, grain size, and mechanical properties. 

 After milling, the vital step of compaction and sintering is required to consolidate the powders 

into a bulk form.  There are a variety of potential compaction and sintering methods including uniaxial 

pressing [21, 22], cold isostatic pressing (CIP) [21, 22], hot isostatic pressing [23], hot uniaxial pressing, 

and spark plasma sintering [24] among others.  The most effective compaction and sintering method for 

this application would combine pressure and temperature simultaneously to maximize densification while 

minimizing grain growth.  Unfortunately, due to equipment limitations, the only method available for this 

work was CIP followed by pressureless sintering under hydrogen atmosphere in a tube furnace.  Post-CIP 

sintering parameters were varied as follows: time was held constant at one hour, while temperature was 

varied across three temperatures: 1000, 1100, and 1200°C.  This study was designed to observe the effects 

of milling time and sintering temperature on densification, microstructure (particularly grain size), and 

mechanical properties of W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe.  
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Chapter 2 

2. Background 

2.1 Health Effects of Depleted Uranium 

 Depleted uranium, which is composed almost entirely of the stable U-238 isotope with little or no 

radioactive U-235 isotope, has been used in 

military munitions, particularly anti-armor 

kinetic energy penetrators (see Figure 1 

[25]), since about 1980 due to its very high 

density and excellent penetrating 

capabilities upon impact [1, 4]. DU was 

used for the first time in combat during the 

Persian Gulf War in the early 1990s [1, 4].  

In recent conflicts such as the Persian Gulf 

War, Bosnia, Kosovo, and Iraq, the U.S. 

military has fired more than 400 tons of DU 

in the form of anti-armor kinetic energy 

penetrators [4]. When DU is used as a kinetic energy penetrator it creates an aerosolized cloud of very 

fine particles upon impact. As the DU round pierces the armor, the outer layers of DU peel away in a 

“self-sharpening” effect, increasing penetration compared to other materials that mushroom upon impact. 

The aerosolized particles are the result of the material lost from the self-sharpening effect [4].  Due to the 

pyrophoric nature of DU in very fine powder form, the material that is aerosolized may also 

spontaneously ignite. 

 During the Persian Gulf War, roughly 115 US soldiers were directly exposed to high 

concentrations of aerosolized DU as a result of friendly fire [4]. A significant number of soldiers also 

received lower levels of contamination as a result of contact with DU rounds during storage, transport, 

and use [4, 26]. Subsequent concern about the adverse health effects of aerosolized DU led to several U.S. 

government studies to determine the long-term health effects of its use [1-4, 26, 27].  DU in bulk form 

poses only slight health risks and is not considered to be carcinogenic, with only 60% of the radioactivity 

of natural uranium [2, 3].  Therefore, the primary health concern with depleted uranium is its 

aerosolization upon impact, which creates a dust that may be inhaled and have more serious health effects 

[1, 4, 26].  The health risks of DU aerosols are primarily toxicological, consistent with heavy metal 

Figure 1 Kinetic energy penetrator with sabot separating [25] This 
work is in the public domain. 
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poisoning, causing damage to the liver and kidneys.  Studies have shown a radiological risk to be present, 

but less significant than the toxicological risk, with the most severely exposed having a 1% chance of 

fatal lung cancer [27].  Numerous studies by the U.S. government as well as the World Health 

Organization have examined the issue and found DU aerosols to be a risk both to soldiers exposed 

directly in combat as well as environmentally due to the potential for postwar exposure through drinking 

water or other means [1-4, 26-28]. As a result of the conclusions from these health studies in additional to 

political and economic factors, the U.S. military has been actively researching tungsten as a replacement 

material for depleted uranium in anti-armor penetrators [15]. 

2.2 Deformation Behavior upon Impact of Tungsten 

 Tungsten compares favorably with depleted uranium in terms of density, with a value of 19.3 g/cc 

compared to 18.95 g/cc in DU, which even allows some potential for alloying tungsten with lighter metals 

without reducing density compared to DU.  Also, according to van der Voet, et al., “tungsten and tungsten 

compounds are considered toxicologically relatively safe [3].”  Nonetheless, toxicology research on 

tungsten and the specific risks associated with deploying it as a penetrator material are ongoing. 

Therefore, while tungsten (W) has sufficiently high density, is readily available and economical (given its 

widespread use in many other applications), and is “toxicologically relatively safe,” the challenge posed 

by tungsten is its behavior upon impact. 

2.2.1 Adiabatic Shear Banding Background 
 Adiabatic shear banding is a mode of plastic deformation in materials that is associated with a 

localized increase in temperature leading to localized shear and plastic deformation in bands ranging from 

5 to 500 µm in width [29].  These bands form due to the inability of the material to conduct away the heat 

generated by plastic deformation at high strain rates (about 90% of the work from plastic deformation is 

converted to heat) [29].  Therefore temperature rises locally causing greater flow in the area of high 

temperature (flow stress decreases with increasing temperature), which becomes the shear band region 

[29].  In steels, adiabatic shear banding can be associated with a phase transformation from ferrite to 

austenite, which creates what is known as a transformed band that is observed as white under nital etching 

[29].  A second type of band is known as a deformed band, which experiences no structural 

transformation, but shows highly localized deformation due to temperature increases [29].  Deformed 

bands are much more likely in non-ferrous metals.  Research in copper and aluminum alloys found “an 

inverse correlation between the work-hardening capability of these alloys and the severity of shear band 

formation [29].”  In general, adiabatic shear banding is more likely in materials exhibiting a low strain-

rate sensitivity and a high temperature sensitivity of the flow stress, which makes localized temperature 

increases more likely and their effects more dramatic [29]. 
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2.2.2 Shear Banding in Tungsten and Depleted Uranium 
 For penetrator applications, adiabatic shear banding is highly desirable to reduce mushrooming 

(surface area increase) upon impact for maximum penetration. Figure 2 shows a schematic of how surface 

area is reduced by material 

discard from shear banding 

leading to greater penetration 

[30].  Unfortunately, conventional 

coarse-grained W tends to 

“mushroom” upon impact by 

massive plastic deformation, 

rather than “self-sharpen” by 

adiabatic shear banding, or 

localized bands of shear 

deformation [5, 10-12, 14, 16-20] 

as seen in Figure 3 [31].  While DU 

exhibits a self-sharpening effect upon 

impact to cause greater penetration, coarse-grained tungsten deforms into a mushroom shape. This 

mushroom shape causes the kinetic energy to be distributed across a larger area, leading to greater impact 

absorption by the armor and greatly reduced penetration depth.  

 Research has shown that deformation behavior is dependent on both microstructure and strain 

rate.  Adiabatic shear banding is more likely to occur as strain rate increases and as grain size decreases.  

Figure 3 Shear banding in DU on left compared to mushrooming of WHA on right [31] with permission from R.C. Batra 

Figure 2 Improved penetration due to shear banding [30] Single figure 
reproduced with free permission from Cambridge University Press. 
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For tungsten with grain sizes refined to 500 nm or below (ultra-fine grained or UFG) by severe plastic 

deformation (SPD), significant plastic flow localization is observed and strain rate sensitivity is reduced 

[16, 18, 32].  Additionally, tungsten with grain sizes below 100 nm (nanocrystalline or NC) formed by 

high pressure torsion (HPT) has shown localized shearing [17, 18, 20]. According to Wei, et al., 

“…UFG/NC microstructures not only significantly elevate the strength of tungsten, they also re-instate its 

ductility, decrease its strain rate sensitivity, and reduce its work hardening capability. These factors work 

together to greatly enhance the susceptibility of tungsten to adiabatic localization under uni-axial dynamic 

loading [17].”  This means that NC or UFG tungsten may exhibit the behavior upon impact required for 

anti-armor penetrator applications. 

2.3 Processing a Bulk Nanocrystalline or Ultra Fine-Grained Tungsten Heavy Alloy 

 There are two general approaches to produce a bulk NC or UFG tungsten heavy alloy: bottom-up 

via powder processing or top-down via severe plastic deformation (SPD) [14].  The top-down approach 

starts with a coarse-grained bulk material and uses extreme cold-working to reduce grain size.  Prior 

research has demonstrated the ability to generate NC or UFG W by top-down methods such as SPD or 

HPT [16, 17].  Therefore, while the concept of using NC or UFG W to generate shear localization has 

been demonstrated by SPD or HPT (both top-down processes), the challenge remains to produce a high-

density NC or UFG W via the bottom-up approach of powder metallurgy.  The most straightforward 

approach would be to produce nanocrystalline powders by a process such as mechanical alloying or 

milling, and then consolidate these powders with a combination of temperature and pressure to densify 

the powders into a bulk without allowing unacceptable grain growth beyond the NC or UFG regimes to 

occur. 

2.4 The Mechanical Alloying Process 

 Mechanical alloying (MA) was first developed by Benjamin in 1968 to aid in the production of 

high-temperature, dispersion-strengthened nickel alloys [33, 34].  However, by the 1980’s, further use of 

the MA technique quickly revealed its applicability and effectiveness in processing many different 

material systems [35, 36]. Capabilities of MA include fine oxide dispersion (for ODS alloys), solid 

solubility limit extension, grain size refinement (down to nanometer size), solid-state amorphization, and 

inducement of low-temperature chemical reactions among others [35, 36].   
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 The mechanical alloying 

process involves placing powders 

(generally metallic) in a vial with 

hard, wear-resistant charge balls and 

milling for the desired time.  

Controllable parameters include 

charge ratio (weight of charge balls 

divided by weight of powders) and 

milling time among others. The MA 

technique utilizes the competing 

processes of fracture and cold welding 

to deform the powders over time as 

seen in Figure 4 [35, 36]. When two 

powders are being alloyed together by MA, a layered lamella structure of decreasing size with time is 

formed until a solid solution of the elements is reached as illustrated in Figure 5 below.
 
The dynamic, 

energy-intensive nature of MA allows for extended solid-state solubility beyond the equilibrium phase 

diagram for a system. Additionally, crystallite (or grain) size decreases with increasing milling time down 

into the nanometer range  [35, 36]. These two key 

phenomena of solid-state solubility extension and nanograin 

size refinement were utilized in this work for the W-Ni-Fe 

system.  The idea was to reduce grain size to the nanoscale 

and supersaturate the W lattice with Ni and Fe to form a 

solid solution and hopefully impede grain growth during 

sintering.  

2.5 Compaction and Sintering Methods 

 After mechanical alloying to generate a 

supersaturated nanocrystalline structure, a compaction and 

sintering step is required to transition from the powder form to the fully dense bulk form.  There are two 

primary ways to perform the densification and sintering process found in the powder metallurgy 

literature: cold compaction followed by pressure-less high-temperature sintering or hot compaction in 

which the pressure to consolidate/compact is provided simultaneously with an elevated sintering 

temperature.  The sintering and densification process occurs via the driving force of surface area 

reduction of the particles [21, 37]. The mass transport mechanism in metals which allows for this surface 

Figure 4 Effect of cold welding and fracture processes on particle size 
during MA [35] Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 

Figure 5 Ball-powder-ball collision schematic [35] 
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
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area reduction is generally vacancy diffusion from sources to sinks [21]. High temperatures are required 

for sintering and densification to allow for sufficient diffusion rates to be achieved to reduce the surface 

area and densify the part.  Cold compaction techniques include cold uniaxial pressing and cold isostatic 

pressing (CIP), which would be followed by a pressureless sintering step to generate a dense bulk form.  

Hot compaction techniques that apply heat and pressure simultaneously such as hot uniaxial pressing, hot 

isostatic pressing (HIP), and spark plasma sintering (SPS) tend to be more effective at achieving full 

density while minimizing time at elevated temperature, but also more expensive. 

2.5.1 Cold Compaction and Pressureless Sintering 

 There are two primary methods of cold compaction found in the powder metallurgy literature: 

cold uniaxial pressing and cold isostatic pressing (CIP) [21]. These processes are performed at low (non-

sintering) temperatures and generally followed by a sintering stage to increase the density by reducing 

porosity and improving the bonding of the powders.   

 Cold uniaxial pressing involves the placing of the powder in a cylindrical die and pressing 

between lower and upper punches to a pressure of 400 to 800 MPa [21].  The advantages of uniaxial 

pressing include material and energy efficiency, ability to press large geometrical shapes, good 

dimensional precision and repeatability, and high rate productivity [21].  Overall, uniaxial pressing is 

cheap, fast, and reliable, but the resulting compact is of lower quality than can be produced by cold 

isostatic pressing.  The issues include 

inhomogeneous density causing uneven 

shrinkage upon sintering along with 

significant residual stresses due to wall 

friction with the die upon removal. 

Figure 6 at right shows a schematic of 

the uniaxial compaction process, with 

particles first repacking to reduce 

porosity, before eventually deforming 

under increasing pressure to reduce 

porosity [37].  The extent and nature of 

deformation depends on the hardness 

and deformation behavior of the 

material at low temperature. The material deformation and pore distribution can greatly affect the ensuing 

sintering process. 

Figure 6 Cold uniaxial compaction process [37] Reprinted with 
permission from MPIF 
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 Cold isostatic pressing, on the 

other hand, involves the application of 

pressure by a gas or fluid surrounding 

a flexible mold containing the powder, 

as illustrated in Figure 7.  Pressures as 

high as 700 MPa can be reached by 

CIP. CIP has several advantages over 

uniaxial pressing, including 

homogeneous pressing, no residual 

stresses due to wall friction, and no 

need for the addition of binders or lubricants 

[22].
 
Homogeneous pressing results in homogeneous density in the green compact and therefore even 

shrinkage upon sintering. Not having to add binders or lubricants eliminates the binder burnoff step, 

increases green density, and removes a major contaminant source [22]. Overall, cold isostatic pressing has 

many technical advantages over uniaxial pressing in the resulting compact, but CIP is more expensive and 

slower than uniaxial pressing.  

 The cold compaction process generally takes place in three stages: rearrangement, elastic-plastic 

deformation at particle interfaces, and massive deformation of particles leaving only small pores [22].  

The first stage of particle rearrangement takes place at low pressures and reduces the porosity by 5-10%.  

Elastic-plastic deformation occurs at intermediate pressures and increases with pressure to increase 

interfacial contact and remove more porosity.  Finally, massive deformation occurs at the highest 

pressures and leaves only small, isolated pores between the particles [22].  Due to the advantages over 

uniaxial pressing and equipment limitations, cold isostatic pressing followed by pressureless sintering was 

used in this work. 

2.5.2 Hot Compaction and Sintering 

 The primary hot compaction methods are hot uniaxial pressing [23], hot isostatic pressing (HIP) 

[38], and spark plasma sintering (SPS) [23, 24].  Hot uniaxial pressing simply involves the placing of the 

powder in a cylindrical die and pressing between lower and upper punches to high pressure (400-

800MPa) while holding at an elevated temperature [22, 23]. 

 Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) involves the application of pressure up to 700 MPa by a gas or fluid 

surrounding a flexible mold containing the powder along with elevated temperatures to over 1000˚C [22, 

38]. According to Majumdar, et al., “HIP is considered to be the most promising consolidation method for 

producing fine grain, uniformly dense bulk material by careful control of the temperature, isostatic 

Figure 7 Schematic of cold isostatic pressing 
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Figure 9 Grain size as a function of sintered density 
[37] Reprinted with permission from MPIF 

pressure and processing time” [23]. These advantages of HIP are also true for hot uniaxial pressing, with 

precise control of the three main parameters of temperature, pressure, and time, but the primary drawback 

of uniaxial pressing is the inhomogeneous nature of the resulting compact. 

  Spark plasma sintering (SPS) is a more recently developed technique utilizing pulsed DC current 

and uniaxial pressure featuring high heating rate (up to 1000˚C/min), a low sintering temperature and a 

short isothermal holding at the sintering temperature [21, 24].  Heating of the powder occurs both through 

heat transfer from the punches and internal heating via the Joule effect [21, 24].  This technique should 

allow for better maintenance of a nanocrystalline structure by minimizing sintering time and temperature 

to limit grain growth and has been used by other researchers 

performing similar work [16, 18]. 

2.6 Sintering Theory 

 Sintering theory describes the progression of 

densification, porosity elimination, and microstructural 

changes during the sintering process.  Without prior 

compaction, sintering proceeds through the four stages seen 

in Figure 8 at right: loose powder, initial, intermediate, and 

final [37].  With prior compaction (as in our work), sintering 

begins in the initial stage with necking between neighboring 

particles.  Initial stage sintering proceeds fastest due to the 

curvature of the concave region of the neck.  However, as the 

neck grows and sintering progresses, the curvature decreases and sintering rate slows.  Intermediate stage 

sintering is reached when necks begin to interfere and overlap with each other, but the porosity remains 

open and considerable [37].  As sintering progresses 

porosity continues to decrease, which reduces the 

impediment to grain growth, allowing grains to grow 

faster as porosity decreases more slowly due to 

decreasing concavity.  The relationship between grain 

growth and sintered density in general can be seen in 

Figure 9 with data for copper [37].  Final sintering is 

reached once porosity becomes closed as seen in the 

lower right portion of Figure 8.   

 The nature of the pores during the sintering process determines important characteristics of the 

final structure of the material.  First of all, full 100% density will only be achieved through vacuum 

Figure 8 Stages of sintering [37] Reprinted with 
permission from MPIF 
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sintering, because the presence of gas molecules during sintering will prevent closed pores from ever 

completely being eliminated (although they may shrink 

considerably) [37].  This is important for our work, 

where sintering under hydrogen atmosphere was used, 

meaning full densification is not to be expected.  The 

location of the pores in the material is also crucial.  

Pores on grain boundaries lead to densification as they 

are eliminated, while isolated pores (not on grain 

boundaries, but rather within grains) do not lead to 

densification as illustrated in Figure 10 [37].  Along with the effect on densification, pore location also 

effects grain growth with pores on grain boundaries impeding grain boundary motion and reducing grain 

growth, while isolated pores do little to affect grain growth.  

2.7 Experimental Results from Related Work 

 Research into the MA of tungsten heavy alloys has been performed by various researchers with 

different alloying elements, processing conditions and approaches.  Aning, et al. investigated the solution 

kinetics and amorphization of pure tungsten and W-Ni [39]. Solid-state amorphization of equimolar W-Ni 

particles for dispersion strengthening was demonstrated by Zeagler [40].   More relevant work by  Hong 

et al. used multiple milling and liquid phase sintering steps to form an inhomogeneous distribution of 

solid solution matrix phase and trigger localized shear deformation in 93W 5.6Ni-1.4Fe [7].   

2.7.1 Ni-enhanced W Diffusion 

 Numerous researchers have observed the effect of small additions of nickel to cause activated 

sintering of tungsten [41-45].  Moon et al. looked at the effect of nickel on W grain growth, but at much 

larger grain sizes than our work [44].  Gessinger and Fischmeister proposed the enhancement of grain-

boundary self-diffusion in tungsten by nickel additions to be the cause of improved sintering [42]. Hwang 

et al. pointed to a structural transition of the W grain boundary from an ordered to a disordered structure 

in the presence of nickel as the cause of activated sintering [45].  German and Munir found palladium to 

be the best activator of W sintering followed in order by nickel, cobalt, platinum, and iron [41], while 

Boonyongmaneerat did a more detailed study of the effect of iron and nickel on W sintering and found 

that nickel is much more effective than iron at activating W sintering [43]. All prior research described 

here has focused on very small additions of Ni or Fe (0.5 wt% or less) and their effect on enhancing grain 

boundary diffusion to increase densification and grain growth rates.  However, this work involves greater 

amounts of nickel, which may be expected interact volumetrically with tungsten, particularly given the 

ability of high-energy ball milling to force mixing.  While Gessinger [42] makes a passing claim that 

Figure 10 Importance of pore location [37] Reprinted with 
permission from MPIF 
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nickel does not enhance volume diffusion of W (without any further explanation or support), both 

German et al. [41] and Boonyongmaneerat [43] discuss the possibility of nickel improving the volume 

diffusion of W to help explain the activated sintering of W by nickel.  This possibility will be discussed 

later in Chapter 5 to help explain some of the trends found in our experimental results of W-3Ni-1Fe. 

2.7.2 Oxide-Dispersion Strengthening 
 Other researchers including Jing-lian, et al. [46], Lee et al. [47], and Fan, et al. [48],  have used 

mechanical alloying with oxide-dispersion strengthening to improve mechanical properties, particularly 

ductility in WHA.    Jing-lian et al. added yttria oxide to 90W-7Ni-3Fe to increase densification in liquid 

phase sintering and achieve 10-µm grain size with 30% elongation and 1050 MPa strength [46].  Lee et 

al. used partially stabilized zirconia (PSZ) dispersoids to increase ductility and high-temperature strength 

by comparing one and two-step milling processes and their effect on dispersoid location relative to grain 

boundaries [47].  Meanwhile, Fan et al. studied Y2O3 dispersed 93W-4.9Ni-2.1Fe and was able to achieve 

grain sizes of 3-5 µm leading to adiabatic shear bands at a strain rate of 1900 s
-1

 [48]. 

2.7.3 Severe Plastic Deformation 
 Although a totally different approach, it is also important to understand the results being achieved 

by a top-down method of severe plastic deformation (SPD) as reported by Mathaudhu, et al. [12], Wei, et 

al. [32], Wei, et al. [20], Cho et al. [16], Wei, et al. [17], and Wei, et al [14].  Mathaudhu performed 

equal-channel angular extrusion (ECAE) at 1000 or 1200°C followed by annealing at 1600°C for 1 hour 

and observed equiaxed grain sizes of 350 nm and a recrystallization temperature of 1400°C [12].  Wei 

used ECAE at 1000°C to reduce grain size to 500 nm and demonstrated that strain rate sensitivity at this 

ultra-fine grain size is halved relative to that of conventional coarse-grained W [32]. Wei used high-

pressure torsion (HPT) at 500°C to achieve grain sizes below 200 nm with large-angle, high-energy grain 

boundaries with high dislocation densities [20].  However, this nanocrystalline W structure showed much 

smaller shear band width of 5 µm as compared to 40 µm for ultra-fine grained W [20].  Cho et al. used 

ECAE to generate and study ultra-fine grain size W and the formation of shear bands, while 

hypothesizing that the origin of brittle behavior in W is due to impurities such as C, N, S, meaning that 

the key to optimal behavior is reducing or eliminating these impurities [16].  Wei et al. used ECAP and 

HPT to study the effects of ultra-fine grain size and impurity concentration on W ductility [17].  Overall, 

top-down SPD methods have achieved the desired grain sizes, but with high-angle boundaries and large 

numbers of dislocations.  Therefore, SPD has been useful in a laboratory setting to confirm the formation 

of shear bands at ultra-fine grain sizes, but powder processing methods would still be desirable. 
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2.7.4 Liquid Phase and Pressureless Sintering 
 Much research has been done on liquid phase sintering, but less on pressureless solid-state 

sintering of WHA.  Ryu et al. describes mechanical alloying followed by cold isostatic pressing (CIP) and 

liquid phase sintering on W-5.6Ni-1.4Fe for a high-density depleted uranium replacement [13]. Ryu et al. 

were able to achieve nanocrystalline grain size of 16 nm after 36 hours milling, and a 97% dense bulk 

compact with 3 µm grain size [13].  Sarkar et al. used planetary milling of elemental W for 100 hours 

followed by sintering to three different temperatures to achieve a grain size of 5 µm at 90% density and 

20 µm at 96% density [49].  Meanwhile, Wang, et al. discussed the sinterability of nanocrystalline 

tungsten powder and the effects of particle size and grain size on sintering for different times and 

temperatures [50].  However, their discussion did not include information about post-sintering grain size.  

Our work falls somewhat in between the above, with less alloying than Ryu and a more solid-state 

sintering approach like Sarkar and Wang, but not pure W like Sarkar and Wang. 

2.7.5 Spark Plasma Sintering 
 The most desirable powder compaction method of producing bulk nanocrystalline W is spark 

plasma sintering, which features very high pressures and ramp rates, meaning better densification with 

less time at high temperature and therefore less grain growth.  Xiao-qiang, et al. [51] worked with 93W-

4Ni-2Co-1Fe with milling up to 60 hours followed by spark plasma sintering.  They found the most 

optimal milling time to be 15 hours with a grain size of 340 nm and a density of 16.78 g/cc after sintering.  

Klotz, et al. achieved a density of 16.96 g/cc of pure W and grain sizes between 1 and 10 µm after ball 

milling and spark plasma sintering at 100 MPa up to 1600°C. 

 Having a firm understanding of other work that has been done on this topic is important when 

analyzing the impact and importance of our results.  These other published results by similar, yet 

competing processes and approaches provide a good benchmark for the success and significance of our 

work. 
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Chapter 3 

 

3. Experimental Methods 

 Powders were processed by mechanical alloying, cold isostatic pressing, and pressureless 

sintering before being cut, polished, and characterized.  Characterization included density measurements, 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS), and hardness testing (macro and micro) for bulk samples.  Likewise, powder 

samples from milling were characterized by a particle size analyzer, SEM, and XRD. 

3.1 Powder Processing 

 Powders of the desired composition were processed by mechanical alloying for various times, 

followed by cold isostatic pressing to form a green compact.  This green compact was then pressurelessly 

sintered for one hour at various temperatures before characterization. 

3.1.1 Preparation and Milling of Powders 
 Elemental powders of tungsten (W), nickel (Ni) and iron (Fe) were measured out to the ratio of 

96 wt% W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe (88.33 at% W – 8.65 at% Ni – 3.03 at% Fe).  W powder was acquired 

from Alfa Aesar at 99.9% purity and -325 mesh size, Ni powder was acquired from Atlantic Equipment 

Engineers at 99.9% purity and -100/+325 mesh size and Fe powder was acquired from Atlantic 

Equipment Engineers at 99.8% purity and -325 mesh size.  All handling and mixing of the powders was 

performed under argon atmosphere in a Labconco Protector Glove Box to prevent oxidation.  All powders 

were reduced in a Lindberg Blue M (Model #54233) tube furnace with hydrogen atmosphere by heating 

to 500˚C for 1 hour prior to mixing and milling.  

 The W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe mixture of powders was milled in a SPEX 8000 high-energy 

shaker mill seen in Figure 11 at 7200 Hz  using a tungsten carbide (WC) milling vial with 7/16" WC 

milling balls, also shown in Figure 11. A ratio of milling ball weight to powder weight (charge ratio) of 

2:1 was used with about nine balls 

weighing around 75 g total and 

37.5 g of W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% 

Fe powder.  The loading and 

sealing of the vial was done under 

argon atmosphere in the glove box, 

ensuring milling to occur under 

inert conditions to prevent Figure 11 WC milling vial and balls on left and SPEX 8000 mill on right [35] 
Reprinted with permission from Elsevier. 
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oxidation and atmospheric contamination of the powder.  Slight heating of the vial and its contents to an 

insignificant temperature of less than 100˚C was observed during milling. 

 Milling times of 15, 25, and 50 hours were used to assess the effect of milling time on 

densification, microstructure, and properties.  An additional milling time of 100 hours was performed and 

partially characterized by XRD, SEM for powder size and morphology, and particle size analysis, but not 

compacted and sintered for full characterization. 

3.1.2 Compaction and Sintering  
 After milling the powders were removed from 

the mill under inert atmosphere and then compacted by 

cold isostatic pressing (CIP) in an AIP CP360 cold 

isostatic press (as seen in Figure 12 at right) at a 

pressure of 30 ksi (138 MPa) for 10 minutes in a 

cylindrical polymer mold.  To improve densification, 

air in the mold was removed using a syringe prior to 

pressing.  In an additional effort to improve 

densification without significantly affecting grain size, 

after pressing, samples were subjected to a heat 

treatment of 300°C for one hour in the tube furnace 

under hydrogen atmosphere designed to allow for some 

recovery of the defects in the crystal structure from the 

milling process.  This recovery heat treatment was followed 

by a second CIP run, under the same parameters as previously. Compacted samples were approximately 

20 g in mass. 

 Following the second round of pressing, the compacted samples were sintered in a Lindberg Blue 

M (Model #54233) tube furnace under hydrogen atmosphere for varying temperature from 1000 to 

1200˚C for 1 hour for all three milling times (15, 25, and 50 hours) to total nine samples.  A heating rate 

of 5˚C/min followed by ambient cooling was used under hydrogen atmosphere to prevented oxidation and 

contamination of the samples during sintering.  

 An additional six samples were prepared followed the same procedure as above, but sintered for 

1300°C for 25 and 75 hours for all three milling time of 15, 25, and 50 hours.  These samples were 

designed to assess the maximum density that can be achieved by CIP and pressureless sintering for 

comparison to the theoretical density as well as provide a greater view of grain size as a function of 

heating parameters.  Table 1 summarizes the full test matrix of fifteen samples.  

 

Figure 12 AIP CP360 Cold isostatic press 
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Table 1: Sintering Temperature and Milling Time Test Matrix 

Milling Time/ 

Sintering Parameters 
1000˚C for 

1 hour 

1100˚C for 

1 hour 

1200˚C for 

1 hour 

1300˚C for 

25 hours 

1300˚C for 

75 hours 

15 hours X X X X X 

25 hours X X X X X 

50 hours X X X X X 

3.2 Sample Preparation 
 After sintering, the cylindrical compacts were cut using a Buehler Isomet low-speed saw with a 

diamond blade. The cut was made about halfway between the midplane and one end of the sample or 

about 75% of the way down the sample axially.  The smaller slice was used for X-ray diffraction, while 

the remainder was mounted and polished for microscopy and hardness testing. Samples were mounted by 

taking a compacted cylinder of mounting polymer and using Krazy glue to attach a bulk sample of W-Ni-

Fe to one end.  This setup was used for each sample and allowed for use of a Buehler Automet 2 six-piece 

autopolisher for efficiency and consistency.   Using the autopolisher, grinding was performed down to the 

600 grit size followed by polishing with alumina to 0.3μm and a 0.05μm colloidal silica finishing polish. 

No etching was found necessary as grains were easily identifiable in the SEM using the backscattered 

electron detector (BSED). 

3.3 Characterization 
 Both bulk and powder samples were characterized by various techniques to assess the effect of 

the milling and sintering processes on densification, microstructure, and properties.  To adequately 

achieve this goal, characterization was performed on milled powders to observe the effects of milling and 

on bulk samples to observe the effects of milling and sintering.  Primary parameters of interest based on 

this experimental design are milling time and sintering temperature. 

3.3.1 Powder Characterization 
 Milled powders were characterized to assess the effects of milling on microstructure and particle 

morphology.  Particle size analysis allowed a quantitative assessment of the range of particle sizes, while 

SEM provided imaging of the powder particles as a function of milling time to confirm size distribution 

and observe morphology.  Finally, X-ray diffraction allowed the microstructure to be assessed using 

Williamson-Hall plots to quantify strain and crystallite size from peak broadening as well as peak shift to 

determine dissolution of Ni and Fe in W. 

3.3.1.1 Particle Size Analysis 

 A Horiba LA-950 Laser Diffraction Particle Size Distribution Analyzer with guarantees on 

accuracy up to 0.6 % and precision up to 0.1% was used to evaluate W-3Ni-1Fe powders milled for zero, 
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15, 25, 50, and 100 hours to assess the effect of milling on the particle size distribution.  Each sample was 

repeated with at least three runs to provide confidence in the results, which were output as plots of 

frequency on a linear y-axis versus particle diameter on a logarithmic x-axis. 

3.3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 W-3Ni-1Fe powders milled for zero, 15, 25, 50, and 100 hours were imaged at the Virginia Tech 

Institute of Critical Technology and Applied Science Nanoscale Characterization and Fabrication 

Laboratory (VT ICTAS NCFL) using the FEI Quanta 600 FEG Environmental Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV with a spot size of about 5 nm.  A range of 

magnifications were used to assess the size distribution and morphology of particles ranging in size from 

less than one to greater than 100 microns. 

3.3.2.3 X-ray Diffraction 

 W-3Ni-1Fe powders milled for zero, 15, 25, 50, and 100 hours were tested by X-ray diffraction 

using a PANalytical X’Pert Pro PW 3040 diffractometer using the following incident beam optics 

parameters: nickel filter, 10 mm mask, 1˚ anti-scatter slit, and Bragg angle (2Θ) range from 30 to 90˚.  

Each sample was run twice in the diffractometer under identical parameters for statistical reasons when 

quantifying peak shifts and broadening.  Analysis of this data focused on peak broadening and shifting of 

the four tungsten (W) peaks in this range as a function of milling time and Brag diffraction angle.  MDI 

Jade 5.0 software was used to analyze peaks for precise diffraction angle (which correlates with d-

spacing) as well as the full-width at half of the maximum peak as an assessment of peak broadening. 

 3.3.2.3.1 Lattice Parameter 

 The Bragg angle location of the W peaks was used to estimate the W lattice parameter for each 

sample.  It is known that each diffraction angle correlates with a d-spacing of the planes creating the peak.  

From the powder diffraction files stored in the MDI Jade 5.0 software, the orientation of the planes 

generating a given peak is also known.  For example, the most intense W peak occurs at a Bragg angle 

(2θ) of about 40.4° and is created by the (110) set of planes of the W crystal.  There are three other well-

defined W peaks in the range of 2θ from 30° to 90° for which the approximate angle and (hkl) planes 

generating the peak are known.  Table 2 shows the four primary W peaks between 30° and 90° and their 

respective planes. 

Table 2: Primary W XRD Peaks 

Approximate Angle (2θ) Generating Plane (hkl) 

40.4° (110) 

58.4° (200) 

73.3° (211) 

87.1° (220) 
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 The diffraction angle correlates to a d-spacing of the planes generating a given peak, which can 

be called dhkl.  From this dhkl for each set of planes, one need only multiple by the square root of the sum 

of the squares of the values h, k, and l for each set of planes to obtain an estimate of the W BCC lattice 

parameter [52].  Therefore, each XRD run provided four estimates of the W BCC lattice parameter based 

on the d-spacing from the diffraction angle.  With two XRD runs per sample, the W lattice parameter 

calculated for each milling time is the average of eight estimates (four peaks in each of two runs).  

Equation 1 shows the calculation of the W BCC lattice parameter from dhkl, h, k, and l.  

                           √ 
              Eq. 1 

 Shifting of the W peaks with increasing milling time indicates the metastable dissolution of Ni 

and Fe into the W lattice.  Using the unmilled W-Ni-Fe powder XRD W peaks as a baseline value (     
  

= 0.31615 nm) of the W lattice parameter, approximate quantification of the at% of Ni and Fe present in 

the W solvent was inferred from the decrease in W lattice parameter.  According to the W-Ni and W-Fe 

phase diagrams, Fe is much more soluble in W at equilibrium than Ni (0.8% vs. 0.1%), likely due to the 

common crystal structure of Fe and W (BCC) in contrast with Ni (FCC) [52-54].  However, our 

composition also has about three times as many Ni atoms as Fe atoms, so while Fe is more easily 

dissolved in W, there are more Ni atoms available to be dissolved in the W lattice.   

 To simplify quantification, two key assumptions were made.  First, since Fe and Ni are nearly the 

same atomic size (atomic radius of 0.124 nm for Fe and 0.125 nm for Ni) and Fe has a stable room-

temperature BCC phase [52], the lattice parameter of BCC Fe (      
 

 = 0.287 nm) was used when 

estimating the at% of Ni/Fe dissolved in W.  Also, a linear effect of Ni/Fe on the average W BCC lattice 

parameter was used.  Therefore, if the lattice parameter was calculated to be halfway between the W and 

Fe BCC lattice parameters (     
  and       

 ), it would be assumed this means there is 50at% W – 

50at% Ni-Fe.  Equations 2 and 3 provide the conversion from W BCC lattice parameter to estimated at% 

Ni/Fe and then from estimated at% Ni/Fe to estimated wt% Ni/Fe. 

        ⁄   
     
       

     
        

               Eq. 2 

        ⁄   
       ⁄        ⁄

       ⁄        ⁄  (          ⁄ )    
            Eq. 3 

  where AWW = atomic weight of tungsten and  

  AWNi/Fe = average of the atomic weights of nickel and iron (which are very similar) 
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 3.3.2.3.2 Williamson-Hall Plots 

 In addition to analyzing peak shifts, Williamson-Hall plots were also used to analyze peak 

broadening as a function of milling time and diffraction angle.  A Williamson-Hall plot allows one to 

separate out the contributions to peak broadening of crystallite size and strain by the following relation in 

Equation 4 [55, 56].  

                          
  

 
         Eq. 4 

  where βsize+strain is the peak broadening in radians due to crystallite size and lattice strain, 

  θ is one half of the diffraction angle 2θ,  η is the lattice strain, d is the crystallite size,  

  K is the shape factor (assumed to be 0.9), and λ is the wavelength of the X-rays. 

 For peak broadening, the full width at half max (FWHM) value less the instrument broadening 

(accounted for by the FWHM from a coarse-grained W sample) of the three largest W peaks (the first 

three listed in Table 2) was used for βsize+strain, along with the angle θ of the given peak.  With this 

information for each peak, it was fairly straightforward to plot three points for each sample of FWHM * 

cos(θ) vs. sin(θ).  A best-fit line was generated for each set of points, with the slope representing η or 

lattice strain and the y-intercept equaling 
  

 
, which can easily be solved for d or crystallite size.  In 

this fashion, Williamson-Hall plots were generated and the data used to analyze lattice strain and 

crystallite size (an estimate of grain size) as a function of milling time. 

3.3.2 Bulk Characterization 
 Bulk samples were characterized to assess the effect of sintering temperature and milling time on 

densification, grain size, microstructure, and mechanical properties.  Density measurements both by 

calipers to estimate volume and Archimedes’ principle were used to quantitatively assess densification, 

along with SEM, which provided a more qualitative assessment. XRD was used to determine phases 

present, along with peak shifts to analyze lattice parameter as mentioned in the powder characterization 

section above.  SEM provided direct assessment of grain size and microstructure, as well as 

compositional mapping and point estimates of composition using EDS.  Finally, hardness testing (both 

macro and micro) provides information on mechanical properties, which are affected by density and 

microstructure, particularly grain size. 

3.3.2.1 Density Measurements 

 Density measurements were taken on both green compacts and final sintered compacts to see the 

effects of pressing, recovery heat treatment and repressing, and sintering.  For pre-sintering density 

measurements, rough calculation was done with calipers by measuring the height and diameter of the 
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sample to estimate cylindrical volume.  The mass of the sample was divided by this volume to estimate 

density.  These caliper density measurements were performed three times: after initial pressing, after 

repressing, and after final sintering to assess the effectiveness of the recovery heat treatment and 

repressing, as well as to correlate to values determined by Archimedes’ principle after final sintering.  In 

addition, one pre-sintering sample from each milling time was measured by Archimedes’ principle. 

 Archimedes’ density measurement was performed on each sample after final sintering to assess 

densification.  A traditional Archimedes’ density approach was used by taking the weight of the compact 

in air (Wair) and then in ethanol (Wethanol) along with the known density of ethanol (ρethanol ≈ 0.79 g/cc) at 

the given temperature and the density of air (ρair = 0.0012 g/cc) to estimate the density of the compact 

(ρcompact).  These values are related by Equation 5: 

          
    

             
 (           )           Eq. 5 

 Theoretical density (ρth) was calculated by assuming a 100-g sample with 96 g of W, 3 g of Ni 

and 1 g of Fe.  Using the known densities of W (19.25 g/cc) , Ni (8.908 g/cc), and Fe (7.874 g/cc), the 

volume of this 100 g sample is calculated and used to calculate the theoretical density.  Equation 6 shows 

the calculation. 
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    Eq. 6 

3.3.2.2 X-ray Diffraction 

 All bulk W-3Ni-1Fe sintered samples were tested by X-ray diffraction using a PANalytical 

X’Pert Pro PW 3040 diffractometer using the following incident beam optics parameters: nickel filter, 10 

mm mask, 1˚ anti-scatter slit, and Bragg angle (2Θ) range from 30 to 90˚.  Analysis of this data focused 

on peak identification to identify the presence of secondary phases as well as shifting of the four tungsten 

(W) peaks in this range as a function of milling time and Brag diffraction angle.  MDI Jade 5.0 software 

was used to analyze peaks for precise diffraction angle (which correlates with d-spacing). 

3.3.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 All bulk W-3Ni-1Fe sintered samples were imaged at the Virginia Tech Institute of Critical 

Technology and Applied Science Nanoscale Characterization and Fabrication Laboratory (VT ICTAS 

NCFL) using the FEI Quanta 600 FEG Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, seen in 

Figure 13) using an accelerating voltage of 20 kV with a spot size of about 5 nm.  A range of 

magnifications were used to assess both the densification and porosity at lower magnifications and the 

grain size distribution and microstructure at higher magnification.  
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 Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) during 

SEM imaging allowed the correlation of different 

regions in the SEM image with different 

concentrations of elements in those regions.  For this 

analysis, Esprit 1.8 EDS software was used to 

generate compositional maps overlaying the presence 

of different elements on an SEM image.  This 

software also allowed the gathering of EDS spectra 

on specific points or areas to confirm regions rich in 

W or Ni and Fe semi-quantitatively as ratios relative 

to Ni.  Semi-quantitative means the absolute 

concentration values are not reliable due to a lack of standards, but the relative concentrations from one 

region to another in the same sample are reliable to assess the relative concentration of a particular 

element in one area compared to another.  Beam energy of 20 keV was used to excite desired X-ray peaks 

of Fe, Ni, and W at around 6.5, 7.5, and 8.5 keV, respectively. 

 In addition to EDS for phase mapping, the SEM was used for high magnification imaging using 

the backscattered electron (BSE) detector to highlight the difference in elements and grain orientation for 

easy determination of W grain size.  These images were then analyzed visually to estimate W grain size 

as a function of milling time and sintering temperature. 

3.3.2.4 Hardness Testing 

 Microhardness and macrohardness testing were used to assess mechanical properties on both the 

macro and micro scales, as a function of sintering parameters.  A LECO DM-400 Vickers microhardness 

tester was used at 1,000 gf for 10 seconds.  At least ten tests were run per sample, with more runs on 

some samples to reduce the range of the 95% confidence interval.  A LECO LV700AT Vickers hardness 

tester was used at 10 kgf for 10 seconds.   At least six tests were run per sample, with more runs on some 

samples to reduce the range of the 95% confidence interval based on the t-statistic shown in Equation 7 

below. 

          ̅     
 

√ 
        Eq. 7 [57] 

  where  ̅ is the sample mean, t is the t-statistic based on the number of tests in the sample, 

  S is the sample standard deviation, and n is the number of tests in the sample.

Figure 13 FEI Quanta 600 ESEM used in this work 
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Figure 14 Unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distribution 

Chapter 4 

 

4. Results 

 Chapter 4 presents the data and results gathered by the experimental methods described in 

Chapter 3 with limited analysis and discussion of their importance and correlation with one another.  

Chapter 5 provides more extensive discussion and analysis of the results to tie together the importance of 

different findings into a complete picture of the powder processing of W-3Ni-1Fe. 

4.1 Powder Characterization 

4.1.1 Particle Size Analysis 
 As described in Chapter 3 above, particle size analysis was performed to assess the particle size 

distribution as a function of milling time. This information was then used to explain and understand 

observations of densification and microstructure as a function of milling time. Figure 14 shows a typical 

plot of both the cumulative and regular distribution of unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe powder with size on the x-

axis and frequency on the y-axes. Figure A1.1 of Appendix A contains data from all three runs for the 

unmilled powder. The regular distribution curve features one fairly narrow peak centered at a size of 

about 40 µm, which is consistent with the mesh sizes provided by the powder manufacturer. Observation 

of the cumulative distribution peak indicates that about 90% of the particles are between 20 and 70 µm in 

size.  
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Figure 15 Milled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions: 15 hours in blue, 25 hours in 
yellow, 50 hours in black, 100 hours in red 

 Particle size distribution curves were produced for all four milling times: 15, 25, 50, and 100 

hours.  Figure 15 shows all four milling times on one graph, while Figures A1.2-5 of Appendix A show 

plots of each milling time separately, but with all of the data generated from the three or more runs for 

each milling time.   Figure 15, which summarizes the milling effects, shows an uneven bimodal size 

distribution.  Most of the particles are in the peak indicating a smaller size between 1 and 10 µm, while 

approximately 20% of the particles are in the peak indicating a larger size of 50 to 150 µm.  The general 

distribution shape is consistent for all four milling times, with some evidence of a slight shifting to the left 

(indicating a size decrease) of both peaks with increased milling time.  For the peak indicating smaller 

size, the center shifts from approximately 5 µm at 15 hours to closer to 3 µm at longer milling times, 

largely due to broadening in the region of 1 to 2 µm particles.  The second peak similarly shifts to the left 

from a center of 90 to 100 µm after 15 hours milling to closer to 75 µm at longer milling times, but 

without as much broadening. 

 

4.1.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 To augment the knowledge of particle size and morphology and confirm the particle size analysis 

results, SEM was used to image powder particles from each milling time.  Figure 16 shows the unmilled 

W-3Ni-1Fe powder, while Figures A2.1-2 in Appendix A show additional SEM micrographs of the 

unmilled powder.  Figure 16 shows a collection of particles consistent with the particle size distribution 

shown in Figure 14, with equiaxed particles mostly in the size range of 20 to 70 µm.  
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Figure 16 Unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe powder particles 
 

 

 Figures 17-20 show SEM micrographs of powder milled for 50 hours to provide an idea of the 

particle sizes and morphologies in the milled powders.  Figure 17 is a low magnification image showing a 

large particle greater than 100 µm in size as well as some medium sized particles of maybe 20 to 40 µm 

in size covered and surrounded by many smaller particles on the order of <1 to 10 µm.  Figure 18 shows 

that same large particle at higher magnification to clearly show the surface of the particle covered in 

smaller particles.  Figure 19 is of still higher magnification focusing on the medium-sized particles 

covered in small particles.  Figure 20 shows a high magnification image of the smallest particles with 

sizes ranging from <1 to 10 µm with fairly equiaxed, smooth morphology.  SEM did not show significant 

variation in the size distribution or morphology of the particles with increasing milling time, which is 

consistent with the slight changes in particle size distribution with increasing milling time observed via 

particle size analysis.  Additional images of powder from other milling times can be found in Figures 

A2.3-13 of Appendix A. 
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Figure 17 Large, medium, and small 50-hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe powder particles 

Figure 18 Large 50-hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe powder particle covered in small particles 
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Figure 19 Medium-sized 50-hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe powder particles covered in small particles 

Figure 20 Smallest 50-hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe powder particles 
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Figure 21 Example on 25 hour milled powder of point-based EDS to compare large and small milled powder particles compositionally 

 To better understand the differences between the small and large particles, point-based EDS 

analysis was used to observe compositional differences in the two particle sizes as a function of milling 

time as shown in Figure 21 for powder milled for 25 hours.  For this analysis, points were selected on 

SEM images to measure small or large powder particles by EDS.  As can be seen below, one point is 

selected from a very large particle in the left image, while another point is selected in a region of very 

small particles in the right image. The large particle appears to contain slightly less Ni/Fe and more W 

compared to the small particles adjacent to it.  This observation is consistent for a variety of areas on three 

different milled powders that were observed.  Table 3 shows the average ratio compositions of small and 

large particles from three different samples based on at least three samples of each particle size for each 

milling time.  

 

Table 3: Large vs. Small Powder Particles Point-Based EDS Composition Readings 

Summary Ratios relative 

to Ni  in wt% 
Sample 15 hours mill 25 hours mill 50 hours mill 

Large Particles 
Avg. W:Ni 33.85 32.14 34.25 

Avg. Ni:Ni 1 1 1 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.74 0.41 0.72 

Small Particles 
Avg. W:Ni 30.42 30.80 28.03 

Avg. Ni:Ni 1 1 1 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.63 0.46 0.65 

Difference 

(Large - Small) 

Avg. W:Ni 3.43 1.34 6.22 

Avg. Ni:Ni 0 0 0 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.11 -0.05 0.07 

Small Particles (in wt%) 

 W 30.18 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.47 

Large Particle (in wt%) 

 W 32.13 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.43 
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Figure 22 Plot of difference W:Ni ratio in wt% W between small and large particles as a function of milling time 

 Table 3 shows an increasing disparity in W:Ni ratio of the small vs. large-grained regions with 

increasing milling time.  While this trend is not completely consistent, it is interesting to observe with 

increasing milling time.  Figure 22 shows the difference in W:Ni ratio in wt% between the small and large 

particles as a function of milling time. 

 

4.1.3 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
 XRD was used extensively for powder characterization to assess the effects of milling time on the 

material structure.  These analyses included peak shifting to determine lattice parameter, as well as peak 

broadening analyzed by the Williamson-Hall method to separate the effects of strain and crystallite size.  

Full XRD curves of unmilled, 15, 25, 50, and 100 hour milled powders can be seen in Figure A3.1 in 

Appendix A showing crystalline W, Ni and Fe in the unmilled powders, but only broadened W peaks in 

milled powders, indicating the dissolution and disappearance of the crystalline Ni and Fe phases as a 

result of milling. 

4.1.3.1 Lattice Parameter 

 As described in Chapter 3, XRD peak position indicates the lattice parameter of the phase 

generating the peak.  For our samples, the W peaks show an interesting evolution in peak position with 

increasing milling time.  Figure 23 shows XRD curves of unmilled, 15, 25, 50, and 100 hour milled 

powders focused on the main W peak at about a Bragg angle of 40°, which demonstrates this trend 
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Figure 23 XRD curves focused on the main W peak for all powder samples both unmilled and milled for 15, 25, 50, and 
100 hrs (Intensity scale much greater for unmilled sample for visual purposes) 

qualitatively.  The W peaks shift to the right (to higher diffraction angles) with increasing milling time, 

indicating a reduction in the lattice parameter of the crystalline W BCC phase. 

 

 Figure 24 provides a graphical representation of lattice parameter of the W phase as a function of 

milling time.  Each data point was averaged from data for eight W peaks (four peaks from two runs each 

as described in Chapter 3).  This trend clearly shows the lattice parameter decreasing, which as described 

in Chapter 3, is likely due to the dissolution of Ni and Fe in W.  Full analysis and discussion of the 

correlation of lattice parameter reduction to Ni and Fe dissolution into W appears later in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 24 W lattice parameter inferred from XRD peak position as a function of milling time 
 

 

4.1.3.2 Williamson-Hall Plots 

 Williamson-Hall plots, which separate the peak broadening effects of lattice strain and crystallite 

size as described in Chapter 3 were generated to estimate the change in strain and crystallite size as a 

function of milling time.  Due to the coarse-grained nature of the unmilled powders, a reliable estimate of 

crystallite size was not able to be made as the Scherrer equation only provides a valid approximation for 

values <100 nm.  The strain in the unmilled powder was estimated by the Williamson-Hall method to be 

very low compared to the milled powders with a value of 0.21%.  Figure 25 shows the lattice strain 

inferred from peak broadening by the Williamson-Hall method as a function of milling time for 15, 25, 

50, and 100 hours milling (but not unmilled due to difficulty of displaying the much lower value).  This 

plot shows a slight, but steady increase in lattice strain with increasing milling time, which may be 

logarithmic in nature as evidenced by the logarithmic best-fit line superimposed on the plot. 
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Figure 25 W lattice strain inferred from XRD peak broadening as a function of milling time 
 

 

 Figure 26 shows the trend of crystallite size as a function of milling time for all four milling 

times.  Crystallite size likewise shows a slight, but steady decrease with increasing milling time, dropping 

from almost 45 nm at 15 hours milling to below 25 nm at 100 hours milling.  The correlation appears to 

be almost linear, as illustrated by the superimposed linear best-fit line.  This indicates that high-energy 

ball milling is continuing to refine grain size up to 100 hours of milling. 
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Figure 26 W crystallite size inferred from XRD peak broadening as a function of milling time 
 

 

4.2 Bulk Characterization 
 After compaction and sintering, bulk samples were characterized by density measurement, X-ray 

diffraction, SEM, and hardness testing to assess densification, microstructure, and mechanical properties 

as described in Chapter 3. 

4.2.1 Density Measurements 

4.2.1.1 Green Density 

 Density was measured by calipers to estimate volume before sintering and by Archimedes’ 

density after sintering. Caliper densities were used on CIPed, pre-sintering samples to assess the effect of 

the 300°C recovery heat treatment (HT) on pre-sintered green density.  Figure 27 compares CIPed density 

as a fraction of theoretical density with and without the recovery heat treatment over the three milling 

times: 15, 25, and 50 hours.  Each data point is the average of measurements on three samples (each being 

destined for a different sintering temperature as seen in Table 1 of Chapter 3).   There is a strong decrease 

in green density with increasing milling time, which may be explained by milling effects. The data also 

shows a slight, but significant increase in green density following the recovery HT.  This increase also 

appears to be greater at the longer milling times of 25 and 50 hours. 
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Figure 27 Effect of recovery HT on green density as a function of milling time 
 

 

 While useful for pre-sintered density measurements to qualitatively assess the effect of the 

recovery HT, caliper measurements were not considered to be very accurate or precise due to the 

difficulty in judgment of the dimensions as well as the imperfections in shape relative to an ideal cylinder.  

Therefore, while caliper measurements were made on most samples before and after sintering, for sintered 

samples only Archimedes’ density values were reported due to the greater confidence in the reliability 

and accuracy of the results.  Full tables of density results can be seen in Appendix B.4. 

4.2.1.2 Sintered Density 

 Before investigating more moderate times and temperatures, a few samples were run to higher 

temperatures and times (1300°C for 25 hours and 75 hours as presented in Table 1 in Chapter 3) to assess 

the pragmatism of the theoretical density calculations as well as to observe the practical limits of 

densification in pressureless sintering under hydrogen atmosphere.  Unlike in vacuum sintering, 100% 

density is not expected due to the presence of hydrogen gas molecules in closed porosity during final 

sintering as discussed in Chapter 2.  Figure 28 plots Archimedes’ sintered densities as a fraction of 

theoretical density observed for two sintering runs as a function of milling time. 
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Figure 28 High-temperature sintered density as a function of milling time 
 

 Five of the six samples show densities greater than 96%, but less than 100% as would be 

expected.  The exception is the 50-hour milled, 1300°C 75-hour sintered sample, which showed an 

abnormally low density indicative of a possible outlier.  Somewhat surprisingly, the shorter sintering time 

provides similar, if not greater, densification than longer sintering time.  This probably shows that 

densification has been essentially completed by the shorter time, with no significant densification 

occurring after that time and statistical variation explaining most of the difference in the two sets of 

densities.  This data also seems to confirm at least the approximate accuracy of the calculated theoretical 

density, with most of the values falling in the expected range of 96-100%, indicating almost full 

densification.  The lack of increase in density at longer sintering time provides evidence that there is no 

further densification to be achieved after 25 hours at 1300°C. 

 Archimedes’ densities were measured for the nine samples sintered for the primary test matrix of 

sintering for 1 hour at 1000, 1100, and 1200°C after milling for 15, 25 and 50 hours.  Figure 29 shows the 

density as a fraction of theoretical density for the three milling times as a function of sintering 

temperature.  For a different perspective on the results, Figure 30 shows the same data as a function of 

milling time, rather than sintering temperature.  Figures 29 and 30 both show the dominant factor in 

sintered density to be sintering temperature, with increasing milling time having only a minor, but fairly 

consistent effect.  Density increases from about 84-85% at 1000°C to 88-89% at 1100°C and 92-93% at 

1200°C.  Another slight, yet steady trend appears be greater density after milling for 50 hours (although 

1100°C doesn’t follow this, the other two temperatures do) as compared to the other two milling times.  
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Figure 29 Density after 15, 25, and 50 hours of milling as a function of sintering temperature 

Fig. 30 Sintered density as a function of milling time for 1000, 1100, and 1200°C sintering temperatures 

At 1000°C and 1200°C sintering temperatures, the 50 hour milled samples are 1.5 to 2% greater in 

percent of theoretical density than the 15 and 25 hour milled samples.  Meanwhile, 15 hours milled 

samples show the second highest density, but only slightly higher at about 0.5% greater than the 25 hours 

milled samples, which appeared to densify the least. 
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4.2.1.3 Activation Energy 

  Green and sintered Archimedes densities were used for further analysis to examine 

apparent activation energy for sintering and sintering exponent as a function of milling time.  These 

calculations were made to demonstrate quantitatively and empirically the sintering rate as a function of 

milling time.  For this analysis, the shrinkage (
  

  
) is calculated from the green and sintered densities as 

shown below in Equation 8 [37]. 
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)
 
 ⁄         Eq. 8 [37] 

 With the shrinkage value for each milling time and sintering temperature, an Arrhenius plot of 

  
  

  
 as a function of 1/T, where T is the absolute temperature, was generated for each milling time.  

Equation 9 shows how the slope of this plot is equal to the apparent activation energy (Ea) divided by the 

gas constant (R) with A representing a pre-exponential constant.  A linear best-fit line was generated for 

each milling time and the slope used to calculate the apparent activation energy as a function of milling 

time. 
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)        Eq. 9 

 Figure 31 shows the natural logarithm of shrinkage as a function of the inverse of absolute 

temperature.  All three linear fits show correlations of greater than 95%.  The slope of each line is the 

activation energy divided by the gas constant, which allows for empirical calculation of the sintering 

activation energy as a function of milling time as shown in Figure 32.  These results show a strong 

reduction in apparent activation energy as a function of increasing milling time, which is discussed in 

greater detail in Chapter 5.  Activation energy is suspected to be correlated to the dissolution Ni/Fe into 

W.  Therefore, Figure 33 was generated plotting apparent activation energy as a function of W lattice 

parameter after milling.  As lattice parameter decreases, Ni/Fe dissolution increases, which appears to 

decrease apparent activation energy.  A positive relationship between lattice parameter and apparent 

activation energy is observed as expected. 
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Figure 31 Arrhenius plot of logarithm of shrinkage as a function of inverse absolute temperature for the three milling times 

Figure 32 Apparent activation energy for diffusion during sintering of W as a function of milling time 
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Figure 33 Apparent activation energy for diffusion during sintering of W as a function of W 
lattice parameter after milling 

 

 

4.2.1.4 Sintering Exponent 

 The sintering exponent (m) requires a bit more involved derivation beginning with Equations 10 

and 11 from Boonyongmaneerat [43] below for the initial stage of sintering. 
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)          Eq. 10 

  where t is time, T is absolute temperature, and K is a diffusion coefficient.  

         (
   

  
)        Eq. 11 

  where B is a constant relating to diffusivity, surface energy, atomic volume, and particle  

  size, R is the gas constant, Ea is the activation energy (previously calculated), and T is the 

  absolute temperature. 

 When the logarithm of the result of the combination of these equations is taken, Equation 12 is 

produced, in which m is the slope of a plot of   
  

  
 as a function of   

 
   
    

 
, where       is assumed 

to be constant as sintering temperature changes.  Therefore, this plot was made and the slope calculated 

using a linear best-fit to calculate the sintering exponent, m. 
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 Figure 34 shows the plot of the logarithm of shrinkage versus a more complex term involving 

activation energy, temperature, and time to infer the sintering exponent.  The slopes of the curves in 
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Figure 35 Sintering exponent as a function of milling time 

Figure 34 Plot of logarithm of shrinkage as a function of a more complex term involving 
activation energy, temperature, and time for the three milling times 

Figure 34 are equal to m and all are fit with at last 95% correlation.  This leads to Figure 35, which plots 

the sintering exponent as a function of milling time below.  As milling time increases, the sintering 

exponent increases strongly from around 1.2 to almost 1.8, indicating an increase in the rate of sintering. 
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Figure 36 Plot of sintering exponent as a function of lattice strain after milling 

 Lattice strain represents stored energy in the lattice, which can be a driving force for sintering.  

Therefore, Figure 36 was generated plotting sintering exponent as a function of XRD-inferred lattice 

strain.  The resulting plot provides a good linear trend with a correlation of greater than 98%. 

 

4.2.2 X-ray Diffraction 
 All sintered samples were run in the X-ray diffractometer after cutting to assess phases present 

through peak identification as well as to look for any peak shifting or broadening.  W peak shifting and 

broadening were not very informative.  All peaks shifted back to near their original position, and while 

there was some variation in peak position as a function of milling time and sintering temperature trends 

were not clear or consistent.  Likewise, W peaks, which had broadened considerably and were analyzed 

by the Williamson-Hall method for strain and crystallite size in the milled powders earlier in this chapter, 

narrowed greatly due to recrystallization and grain growth and did not yield useful data or trends. 

 The most useful information from XRD for bulk sintered samples was identifying the presence of 

precipitated secondary phases through peak identification.  XRD results indicate the presence of two 

secondary phases.  One of these phases is confidently identified as Fe6W6C, which is an intermetallic 

phase incorporating carbon introduced to the system through the milling process.  The other set of peaks 

(of lower intensity than the Fe6W6C peaks) seems to match with two potential phases: Ni3Fe intermetallic 

or a crystalline FCC Ni phase.  Figure 37 shows the XRD curves for the 50 hour milled samples for all 

five heating runs.  Figures B1.1 and B1.2 in Appendix B show the curves for the 15 and 25 hour milled 

samples, respectively, for all five heating runs each.  The 1300°C runs show the secondary phase peaks 
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Figure 37 XRD curves for 50 hour milled samples – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 

clearly, while the lower temperatures show diffuse humps in the areas where discrete peaks later form, 

indicating the presence of these peaks in all samples, but their coarsening into sharp peaks and increase in 

volume fraction only at higher temperatures with longer hold times.  At lower temperatures, these phases 

are likely only very fine precipitates, leading to broadening effects from their small size. 

 

 The third phase peaks don’t match perfectly with either potential phase as shown in Figure 38.  

Figure 38 shows the area from diffraction angles 42 to 52° in the 15 hour milled samples for all heating 

runs to demonstrate the observed peaks in relation to the literature values for the peak positions of each 

potential phase. Figures B1.3 and B1.4 in Appendix B show similar curves for the 25 and 50 hour milled 

samples for all five heating runs.  The Ni3Fe intermetallic phase literature peaks are slightly closer to the 

observed than the crystalline FCC Ni literature peaks, [58, 59] but FCC Ni could be more likely to be 

shifted to lower diffraction angles due to the dissolution of W into the lattice.  Further discussion of the 

identity of this third phase is provided in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 38 XRD curves for 15 hour milled samples with vertical lines drawn indicating expected peak positions for 
Ni3Fe and FCC Ni – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 

 

4.2.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 SEM was used to examine all fifteen compacted samples for a qualitative assessment of 

densification and microstructure, including phases present and grain size.  Low magnification images 

from the backscattered electron detector (BSED) allowed for imaging to observe the degree and nature of 

densification as a function of milling time and sintering parameters.  Higher magnifications were used to 

observe the microstructure for grain size as well as different phases in conjunction with elemental 

mapping and composition at specific points using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 

4.2.3.1 Densification 

 Low magnification SEM images with the BSED allowed for good qualitative comparison of the 

degree and nature of densification.  Figure 39 shows a composite of nine SEM micrographs with sintering 

temperature increasing from 1000 to 1200°C from top to bottom and milling time increasing from 15 to 

50 hours from left to right.  While the beam energy and size were held constant, the more artificial 

parameters of brightness and contrast of each original image were not tightly controlled. Therefore, each 

image was modified from the original micrograph by brightness and contrast to highlight the difference 

between more porous and dense regions to give a sense for the degree and nature of densification.    
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Figure 39 SEM micrographs illustrating 
densification as a function of milling 

time and sintering temperature 

 

15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

1000°C 

1100°C 

1200°C 
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 While the images have been modified to highlight porosity in all cases, it appears clear that 

porosity decreases with increasing milling time and sintering temperature. As with Archimedes’ density, 

sintering temperature appears to be the strongest driver of densification with all three 1200°C sintered 

samples appearing fairly homogeneous and dense, while lower temperatures show more significant 

porosity and heterogeneity with fairly densified regions surrounded by areas of porosity.  A slighter trend 

also appears with increasing milling time, where densification appears more homogeneous with 

increasing milling time.  At longer milling times (particularly 50 hours), there is less contrast between 

densified regions and surrounding more porous regions.  Figures B2.1 and B2.2 show the densification of 

two samples sintered to 1300°C to demonstrate the almost fully dense, homogeneous structure that is 

achieved with sufficient sintering. 

4.2.3.2 Microstructure and Grain Size 

 At higher magnifications, SEM micrographs show that a heterogeneous structure with a bimodal 

grain size distribution develops for all samples sintered at 1200°C.  Figures 40, 41, and 42 show samples 

milled for 25 hours and sintered at 1000, 1100 and 1200°C, respectively.  These figures show typical 

microstructures for these samples.  There is greater porosity in the large-grained regions, while small 

(generally submicron) grains appear in almost fully dense regions on the order of tens to about one 

hundred microns in size.  The primary variation across the samples is the large decreases in degree of 

porosity with increasing sintering temperature, whereas the grain size increases significantly.  There also 

appears to be a weaker trend of decreasing heterogeneity and porosity at longer milling times.  Additional 

images at the milling times of 15 and 50 hours can found in Figures B2.3-B2.7 in Appendix B.   

 Figure 43  shows the 50 hour milled 1200°C sintered sample and appears to show reduced 

heterogeneity, which is probably a precursor to the transition at higher sintering temperatures and times 

where porosity becomes negligible and grain size becomes more homogeneous.  Figure 44 shows the 15 

hour milled 1300°C 25 hour sintered sample, which continues this trend with larger grains and less 

porosity, but still some evidence of smaller-grained areas.  Finally, by 1300°C 75 hours sintering, the 

grain size appears homogeneous as seen in Figure 45. 
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Figure 41 SEM micrograph of 25 
hour milled 1100°C sintered sample 

Figure 40 SEM micrograph of 25 
hour milled 1000°C sintered sample 

Figure 42 SEM micrograph of 25 
hour milled 1200°C sintered sample 
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Figure 44 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled 1300°C 25 hour sintered sample 

Figure 43 SEM micrograph of 50 hour milled 1200°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
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 The preceding Figures 40-45 provide a qualitative assessment of the grain size distribution, which 

was supplemented by a quantitative assessment of grain size as a function of milling time and sintering 

temperature using higher magnification SEM micrographs.  Figure 46 demonstrates how higher-

magnification images were taken of both the small and large grained regions for each sample to estimate 

grain size in each area for each sample.  These images were used to estimate grain sizes in large and small 

(if present) grain size regions for each sample, which are presented in Tables 4 and 5 below respectively. 

Table 4: Large Grain Size (in µm) as a Function of Milling Time and Sintering Parameters 

Milling Time / 

Sintering Temperature & Time 
1000˚C for 

1 hour 

1100˚C for 

1 hour 

1200˚C for 

1 hour 

1300˚C for 

25 hours 

1300˚C for 

75 hours 

15 hours 0.4 1 2.5 4 – 10 6 – 12 

25 hours 0.5 1.5 3 3 – 8 6 – 12 

50 hours 1 2 2.5 4 - 10 5 – 12 

 

Table 5: Small Grain Size (in µm) as a Function of Milling Time and Sintering Parameters 

Milling Time / 

Sintering Temperature & Time 
1000˚C for 

1 hour 

1100˚C for 

1 hour 

1200˚C for 

1 hour 

1300˚C for 

25 hours 

1300˚C for 

75 hours 

15 hours 0.1 0.5 1 N/A N/A 

25 hours 0.2 0.4 1.5 N/A N/A 

50 hours 0.3 0.6 1 N/A N/A 

Figure 45 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled 1300°C 75 hour sintered sample 
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Low magnification (1600x) micrograph 

Higher mag 

(15,000x) 

micrograph 

for larger 

grains 

Highest mag 

(36,000x) 

micrograph 

for small 

grains 

Figure 46 SEM micrographs of 25 hour milled 1200°C sintered sample to 
demonstrate grain size determination in small and large-grained regions 
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 Tables 4 and 5 summarize the approximate grain sizes in large and small-grained regions for all 

samples.  These visual estimates show the large grains to be on the order of 2 to 4 times larger than the 

small grains in samples where the bimodal distribution appears.  Grain sizes increase most strongly with 

sintering temperature, but also have a weaker positive correlation with increasing milling time.  By 

1200°C sintering temperature, almost all of the grains (both small and large) are at least 1µm in size, but 

at 1000 and 1100°C sintering, small grains are on the order of 600 nm or less, considered to be nearly 

ultra-fine grained (UFG).  There is also dramatic grain growth observed in samples sintered at 1300°C, 

with grain sizes above 10 µm. 

 To better understand the differences between the large and small-grained regions, object-based 

EDS analysis was used to observe compositional differences in the two regions as shown in Figure 47 for 

the 1100°C HT 25 hr milled sample.  For this analysis, objects were drawn on SEM images to select small 

or large grained regions from which to scan and measure elementally by EDS.  As can be seen below, 

Box 24 is in a small-grained region, while Box 26 is in a large grained region.  The small-grained region 

appears to contain slightly less Ni/Fe and more W compared to the large-grained region adjacent to it.  

This observation is consistent for a variety of areas on three different samples that were observed.  Table 

6 shows the ratios relative to Ni of the average compositions of large and small grained regions from three 

different samples based on at least four samples of each region on each sample. There appears to be a 

substantially larger ratio of W:Ni in the small grained regions compared to the large grained regions 

consistently across many regions of many samples. 

   

 

Large-Grained (in wt%) 

 W 27.48 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.42 

Small-Grained (in wt%) 

 W 34.60 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.37 

Figure 47 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled 1100°C sintered sample to show object-
based EDS analysis in small and large-grained regions 
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Table 6: Small vs. Large Grained Region Object-Based EDS Composition Readings 

Summary Ratio relative to 

Ni in wt% 
Sample 1000°C 1 hr 

HT 50 hr mill 

1100°C 1 hr 

HT 25 hr mill 

1200°C 1 hr 

HT 15 hr mill 

Small-Grained 

Regions 

Avg. W:Ni 35.58 35.67 31.22 

Avg. Ni:Ni 1 1 1 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.46 0.37 0.35 

Large-Grained 

Regions 

Avg. W:Ni 28.62 28.28 26.71 

Avg. Ni:Ni 1 1 1 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.41 0.39 0.38 

Difference 

(Small – Large) 

Avg. W:Ni 6.96 7.39 4.51 

Avg. Ni:Ni 0 0 0 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.05 -0.02 -0.03 

  

4.2.3.3 Phase Identification by EDS 

 SEM also was used to explore phases present with the use of energy dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) for compositional mapping to identify W-rich and W-depleted regions as well as for 

point estimates of semi-quantitative composition.  In this effort, compositional differences (i.e., different 

phases) could be identified indirectly by observing the brightness of the area in the BSE image.  W-rich 

areas were brightest because W has a much greater atomic weight than Ni or Fe, causing it to backscatter 

more electrons.  Regions that are more diluted in W appear darker due to the reduction in BSE.  

Therefore, from BSE images areas of differing W composition could be identified, confirmed more 

directly by compositional mapping to show concentration of W, Ni, and Fe, and then most fully 

characterized by point-based EDS to estimate W, Ni, and Fe composition at specific points. 

 SEM images appeared to be consistent with XRD results in showing the presence of two 

precipitation phases in addition to the W BCC matrix.  These phases appear consistently in all samples 

observed using both SEM and XRD, although their volume fraction varies significantly.  Figure 48 shows 

a typical BSE image with compositional maps at a lower sintering temperature of 1200°C showing the 

presence of three different phases.  However, the most useful information was gathered from the 1300°C 

sintered samples, which provided a coarser microstructure for easier identification and analysis of phases.  

Figure 49 shows results from a 1300°C sintered sample to demonstrate the apparent similarity in phases, 

but the greater ease of analysis with coarser microstructure.  Figure 50 shows another 1300°C sintered 

sample with a compositional map with W, Ni and Fe counts overlaid on one another. Based on the 

similarity in compositional maps (seen in Figures 48-50) and the XRD results showing similar 

precipitation peaks, it is reasonable to assume that the phases present in the 1300°C sintered samples are 

also present (just more difficult to characterize) in the lower temperature sintered samples.  Notice the 

difference in size of the features in Figure 48 compared to Figures 49 and 50; the features in Figure 48 are 

1 µm or less, while in Figures 49 and 50 all features are several microns in size.    
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W 

Ni 

Fe 

SE image 

Figure 48 SEM micrographs and EDS compositional maps of 15 hour milled 
1200°C sintered sample to demonstrate presence of two precipitate phases 

Ni/Fe Rich Phase 

Ni/Fe Elevated Phase 
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W 

Fe 

Ni 

SE image 

Ni/Fe Rich Phase 

Ni/Fe Elevated Phase 

Figure 49 SEM micrographs and EDS compositional maps of 50 hour milled 1300°C 
75 hour sintered sample to demonstrate presence of two precipitate phases 
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Figure 50 SEM micrograph and overlaid EDS compositional map of 15 hour milled 1300°C 25 hour sintered sample to 

demonstrate presence of two precipitate phases 

Ni/Fe Rich Phase 
Ni/Fe Elevated Phase 
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 Images such as those shown in Figures 48-50 were analyzed by point-based EDS to semi-

quantitatively estimate the W, Ni, and Fe composition.  The three phases were each targeted to try to gain 

confidence in the W, Ni, and Fe composition of each phase.  Figure 51 shows an example of how point-

based EDS was used to estimate composition relative to Ni of the different phases.  The consistency of 

the semi-quantitative compositions observed for each phase was very good.  The three observed phases 

will be referred to as W matrix, Ni/Fe elevated, and Ni/Fe rich for now.  The W matrix phase had a ratio 

of greater than 100 for W:Ni in wt%.  The Ni/Fe elevated phase was observed to have a ratio of about 5 

for W:Ni and about 0.35 for Fe:Ni, indicating much more Ni/Fe relative to W. The Ni/Fe rich phase 

exhibited more variability in observed composition, but was generally around a W:Ni ratio of 0.5 and a 

Fe:Ni ratio of 0.34.  It is interesting to note that each of these precipitate phases shows Ni and Fe at about 

a 3:1 ratio, similar to their initial bulk composition.  Table 7 below summarizes the compositional results 

relative to Ni for the W matrix and Ni/Fe elevated phases, while Table 8 shows all the data, identified by 

the sample from which the observation was made, for the less clear case of the Ni/Fe rich phase.  Tables 

B2.1 and B2.2 in Appendix B show the full data for the W matrix and Ni/Fe elevated phases respectively, 

which is summarized in Table 7 below.  Each of Tables 8, B2.1, and B2.2 has a thicker line partway down 

to delineate samples sintered below 1300°C. 

Table 7: W Matrix and Ni/Fe Elevated Phase Point-Based EDS (in wt%) Relative to 

Ni Ratio-Based Composition Readings Summary 

Phase W Matrix Ni/Fe Elevated 

Total # of Measurements 19 15 

# of Measurements on Samples 

Sintered below 1300°C 
5 7 

Avg. W:Ni 114.48 4.96 

Avg. Ni:Ni 1 1 

Avg. Fe:Ni 0.8 0.35 

 

Table 8: Ni/Fe Rich Phase Point-Based EDS Composition Readings 

Sample (in wt% relative to Ni) W:Ni Ni:Ni Fe:Ni 

15 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 2.61 1 0.40 

15 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 0.89 1 0.34 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr 

HT 

0.42 1 0.38 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr 

HT 

0.64 1 0.36 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 1.34 1 0.36 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 1.86 1 0.61 

15 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr 

HT 

0.47 1 0.33 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr 

HT 

0.49 1 0.31 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr 

HT 

0.54 1 0.34 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr 

HT 

0.54 1 0.34 

Bold Average 

a 

0.51 1 0.34 

All Average 0.82 1 0.36 
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W matrix (in wt%) 

 W 159.40 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.87 

Ni/Fe Rich (in wt%) 

 W 0.47 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.33 

Ni/Fe Elevated (in wt%) 

 W 4.65 

 Ni 1 

 Fe 0.33 

Figure 51 SEM micrograph and point-based EDS compositions of 15 hour milled 1300°C 75 hour 
sintered sample to demonstrate presence of two precipitate phases 
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Figure 52 Macrohardness values as a function of microhardness values for all samples 

4.2.4 Hardness Testing 
 Both Vickers macro and microhardness testing were performed on all samples as described in 

Chapter 3.  The two methods were employed to observe the effect of the scale (macro vs. micro) on the 

resulting hardness value.  Figure 52 shows an ordered plotting of macro vs. micro hardness values for the 

fifteen samples tested with a 1:1 correlation line shown for reference and demonstrates very good 

correlation between the two tests.  Microhardness values are equal or slightly higher in all cases, but 

macrohardness reflects microhardness fairly well across milling time and sintering temperature.  The 

hardness plots shown in this chapter are all of microhardness, which is expected to be more representative 

of the microstructure by showing less effect of porosity.  The corresponding macrohardness plots can be 

found in Appendix B. 

 

 

 Figure 53 shows a plot of Vickers microhardness as a function of sintering temperature for all 

three milling times, while Figure B3.1 in Appendix B shows the corresponding plot for macrohardness.  

In both figures, the points located slightly to the left of 1300°C represent those held for 25 hours, while 

those slightly to the right represent a 50-hour hold at 1300°C.  Figure B3.2 in Appendix B shows the same 

data as a function of milling time rather than sintering temperature, with Figure B3.3 presenting the 

corresponding macrohardness data.    All four hardness plots show 95% confidence intervals on all points 

based on the t-statistic from the number of tests and the standard deviation as described in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 53 Microhardness as a function of sintering temperature over all three milling times 
 

 All hardness plots show a primary effect of sintering temperature, along with a weaker trend 

associated with increasing milling time.  Figure 53 shows a large increase in microhardness from 1100 to 

1200°C for all milling times from 250-275 HV to 375 – 400 HV.  The long hold time 1300°C samples 

show no significant increase in hardness over their 1200°C counterparts.    These figures also show a 

trend with increasing milling time, particularly at lower sintering temperatures, where the 50 hour milling 

time has significantly higher hardness than the 15 and 25 hour milling time samples.  
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Chapter 5 

 

5. Discussion 

 Chapter 4 presented all of the data gathered by the experimental methods described in Chapter 3.  

This chapter provides deeper discussion and analysis of the results to bring together a cohesive 

description of the powder processing of W-3Ni-1Fe. 

5.1 Powder Particle Size Distribution 
 Particle size analysis and SEM of powder particles are consistent with each other in showing a 

bimodal particle size distribution developing from starting powders of a modal size distribution as can be 

seen in Figures 14-20 in Chapter 4.  Starting powder particles averaged around 40 – 50 µm in size, with 

almost all particles between 20 and 70 µm in size.  Milling developed a bimodal particle size distribution 

with about 75% of the particles between 1 and 15 µm in size and about 15-20% of the particles between 

30 and 150 µm in size.  The remaining few percent are either submicron (~2%) or between 15 and 30 µm 

(~5%).  This description of particle size distribution is consistent between quantitative particle size 

analysis and the more qualitative SEM.  The reason for the development of a bimodal particle size 

distribution in milling is not clear based on current characterization of the powders.  

 Milling time does not have a dramatic effect on particle size distribution, although there is a 

general trend of both peaks shifting towards smaller sizes.  The smaller particle size peak shows a 

reduction in the number of particles in the 5-15 µm size range with an increase in particles below 5 µm in 

size with increasing milling time.  The larger particle size peak also exhibits a reduction in the number of 

particles in the 100-150 m size range with more particles shifting to the 30 to 80µ m size range with 

increasing milling time.  These trends with increasing milling time are slight, but consistent over several 

milling times and could help to explain trends in densification, grain size, and microstructure found in 

bulk samples with increasing milling time. 

 Point-based EDS comparing composition of small and large particles in Table 3 and Figure 22 

also appears to show slightly greater Ni/Fe content in the small powder particles.  This difference 

increases with increasing milling time and appears to carry through and could help explain the bimodal 

grain size distribution observed in sintered samples. 

5.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

5.2.1 Peak Shifting and Dissolution of Ni/Fe into W 
 Figure 24 in Chapter 4 show the change in W lattice parameter as a function of milling time 

inferred from peak position shifting shown in Figure 23.  The results show the W lattice parameter 
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Figure 54 Estimated wt% Ni/Fe dissolved in W as a function of milling time 

decreasing steadily with increasing milling time up to 50 hours from a starting value of 3.162 Å to a 

minimum value of 3.138 Å after 50 hours of milling.  This change is significant particularly when 

observing the XRD peak shifts in Figure 20, and is consistent over all four milling times.  The 100 hour 

milling time shows a lattice parameter of 3.140 Å, only slightly larger than at 50 hours. 

 The decrease in lattice parameter can only reasonably be explained by the dissolution of Ni and 

Fe into the W lattice.  Ni and Fe are nearly the same size (atomic radius of 0.124 nm for Fe and 0.125 nm 

for Ni) and significantly smaller than W (atomic radius of 0.137 nm) [52].  Therefore, when Ni and Fe 

atoms replace W atoms in the BCC lattice the average lattice parameter decreases.  Both W and Fe have 

stable BCC structures (with known lattice parameters) at room temperature, while Ni is FCC at room 

temperature.  Therefore, two very basic (but also unrealistic) assumptions were made: identical effects of 

Ni and Fe (based on their almost identical size) on W lattice parameter and a linear trend of lattice 

parameter with Ni/Fe composition.  These assumptions as well as the entire methodology used are 

described in more detail in Chapter 3.  These assumptions and Equations 2 and 3 from Chapter 3 were 

used to produce Figure 54 below, which plots Ni/Fe dissolution in W as a function of milling time. 

 

 While the assumptions inherent to Figure 54 are certainly not 100% accurate, given the size 

similarity of Ni and Fe and the small amounts of Ni and Fe being dissolved, they can be expected to be 

reasonably effective.  It is therefore interesting to note that the starting bulk composition was 4 wt% Ni/Fe 

and this simple model indicates that about 2.7 wt% Ni/Fe is dissolved into the W lattice after 50 hours of 

milling.  Therefore, while the accuracy of this value is unknown, it is at least consistent with the initial 
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composition.  It is also interesting to note the decrease in estimated Ni/Fe content from 50 to 100 hours 

milling.  This is probably due to reaching a limiting amount of Ni and Fe dissolved in the W lattice, so 

even with the metastable structures that can be formed by milling, only about 2.5 wt% Ni/Fe can be 

incorporated into the lattice.   

5.2.2 Strain and Crystallite Size 
 XRD was also used to analyze peak broadening by the Williamson-Hall method to observe the 

degree of strain in the W lattice as well as the crystallite size, which is a rough estimate of grain size.  

Figures 25 and 26 in Chapter 4 summarize the trend of lattice strain and crystallite size, respectively, as a 

function of milling time.  Lattice strain increases dramatically with increasing millingtime from 0.21% 

before milling to around 1.5% after milling.  Strain continues to increase logarithmically with increasing 

milling time from about 1.42% after 15 hours to 1.56% after 100 hours.  This is indicative of approaching 

a steady-state in milling where the amount of strain added with increasing milling time becomes 

negligible.  Crystallite size decreases dramatically with increasing milling time from estimated over 10 

µm to less than 50 nm after 15 hours milling.  This decrease continues slowly but steadily, in almost 

linear fashion, down to about 23 nm after 100 hours milling.  While decreasing crystallite (and therefore 

presumably grain) size is a desirable thing, high energy milling for 100 hours or more is not considered a 

very practical or economical approach.  However, achieving crystallite sizes below 50 nm after much less 

milling is very promising and useful. 

5.3 Densification 
 Data regarding densification during compaction and sintering is presented in Figures 27 – 36 in 

Chapter 4.   

5.3.1 Green Density 
 Figure 27 shows the estimated green density measured by calipers as a function of milling time 

before and after a 300°C recovery HT and re-CIP.  The results show a strong decrease in green density 

with increasing milling time as well as an increased effect of the recovery heat treatment (HT) with 

increasing milling time.  These results can be explained fairly well by the effects of milling.  As discussed 

in the prior section, lattice strain increases and crystallite (presumably grain) size decreases with 

increasing milling time.  Strengthening effects can be seen in lattice strain based on work hardening and 

grain size based on the Hall-Petch effect as well as alloying with increasing dissolution of Ni/Fe into W.  

All of these effects serve to harden powder particles and make them more resistant to plastic deformation.  

Therefore, at longer milling times harder particles deform less under compaction and yield lower green 

densities.  Likewise, due to the greater dislocation density and smaller crystallite size at longer milling 

times, a recovery HT is more likely to soften the particles by reducing dislocations (strain) and increasing 

grain size.  This is seen in the greater effect of the recovery HT on green density at longer milling times.   
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 A confounding consideration is the effect of particle size.  Particle size decreases generally, 

though slightly, with increasing milling time as discussed above, but green density is not greatly affected 

by absolute particle size.  The ratio of large to small particles can have an effect on green density, but this 

ratio changes only slightly if at all. Therefore, given the slight changes and the general weakness of the 

particle size effect, this effect is likely overwhelmed by the effect of particle hardness. 

5.3.2 Sintered Density 
   Figure 28 shows densities for samples at the three milling times and two sintering times sintered 

at 1300°C with no significant trends across milling or sintering time.  It appears that the 50 hour milled 

1300°C 75 hour sintered sample is an outlier.  Based on the lack of increase in density with sintering time, 

it seems reasonable to conclude that the maximum density that can be achieved by pressureless sintering 

under argon atmosphere is around 96 – 99% of the theoretical density and is reach by sintering at 1300°C 

for 25 hours regardless of milling time. 

 At lower sintering temperatures as shown in Figures 29, 30, and 39, sintered density increases 

strongly with sintering temperature, but also somewhat with increasing milling time.  No explanation is 

needed for the increase in density with sintering temperature, but the slight increase in density with 

increasing milling time is more interesting.  As discussed previously, particle size decreases with 

increasing milling time, meaning smaller particle size could provide more surface area as a driving force 

for densification.  Similarly, decreasing crystallite size with increasing milling time provides greater grain 

boundary surface area, which aids diffusion and can increase driving force for densification.  Another 

explanation consistent with this trend is the increased dissolution of Ni/Fe into the W lattice as inferred 

from XRD peak shifts and shown in Figure 54.  Greater amounts of Ni dissolved in the W lattice could 

improve sintering by activating W diffusion both at the grain boundaries and volumetrically.  One factor 

counter to the trend of increasing sintered density with increasing milling time is the green density, which 

decreases strongly with increasing milling time.  It is likely that the three other factors (smaller particle 

size, smaller crystallite size, and greater dissolution of Ni/Fe in W) combined to overcome the reduced 

green density at the start of sintering. 

 Analysis of empirical diffusion activation energy during sintering and sintering exponent also 

helps to explain the trends discussed above.  Apparent activation energy decreases strongly with 

increasing milling time from 70 kJ/mol to about 25 kJ/mol.  This is likely due to the greater incorporation 

of Ni into the W lattice, which increases the rate of sintering by making diffusion easier.  Therefore, as 

milling time increases and activation energy decreases greater densification is to be expected for a given 

temperature because the activation energy has been lowered, allowing diffusion to occur more freely.  

Sintering exponent, m, also reflects this reduction in activation energy, showing an increase in sintering 

rate with increasing milling time. 
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5.4 Microstructure and Grain Size 
 Figures 40 – 46 and Tables 5 and 6 describe the evolution of microstructure and grain size as a 

function of milling time and sintering parameters.  A heterogeneous microstructure develops at lower 

sintering temperatures with more dense areas featuring small grains and more porous areas with grains 

two to four times larger in size than the small-grained regions.  As sintering temperature increases grains 

grow and the microstructure becomes more homogeneous with less variation in grain size and porosity by 

region of the sample.  Similar, but weaker trends were observed with increasing milling time.  At longer 

milling times grains were slightly larger and microstructure somewhat more homogeneous.  This trend of 

increased homogeneity can be clearly seen between Figures 42 and 43.  Figure 42 shows that the sample 

milled for 25 hours and sintered at 1200°C is noticeably more heterogeneous than Figure 43, which shows 

the sample milled for 50 hours and sintered at 1200°C. 

 The heterogeneity observed most prominently at lower sintering temperatures appears to correlate 

with particle size.  Regions of high density and small grain size are of similar size and shape to the larger 

pre-sintering powder particles observed under SEM.  Therefore, it seems most probable that these large 

particles are the regions of high density and small grain size surrounded by smaller particles that are in 

more porous regions and more free to experience grain growth.  However, this explanation is not 

consistent with sintering theory (discussed in Chapter 2), where grain growth rate increases as sintering 

progresses and porosity is eliminated.  By sintering theory, grain growth should proceed faster in these 

almost fully dense areas where there is less porosity and slower in areas with more porosity. 

   This apparent contradiction could be explained by the Ni-activated sintering of W.  Past research 

has shown Ni to activate W grain boundary diffusion by reducing the activation energy [37, 42-45].  It is 

possible that in large particles it is more difficult for Ni to be present at and activate the grain boundaries 

for diffusion and grain growth than in the smaller particles simply due to the surface area of the particles.  

Some evidence for this theory was found by object-based EDS, which showed substantial differences in 

composition between small-grained regions and adjacent large-grained regions.  Results shown in Table 6 

show more Ni/Fe relative to W in the large-grained regions compared to the small-grained regions. 

 The larger grains outside the larger particles could also be due to greater impingement of grain 

growth processes in the large particles compared to the small particle regions, which have a larger driving 

force for surface area reduction leading to greater diffusion and grain growth.  One useful way to 

distinguish the importance of each effect (Ni activation vs. grain growth impingement) would be to mill, 

compact, and sinter pure W without any Ni or Fe for activation to observe the microstructure and grain 

size as a function of milling time.  This could also provide insights into the development of the bimodal 

particle size distribution and any potential role Ni may play. 
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 The trend of increasing grain size and homogeneity with increasing milling time could be 

explained by the reduction in particle size with increasing milling time.  With smaller particles, there is 

greater driving force for surface area reduction leading to greater diffusion and grain growth, which 

explains the larger grain size at longer milling times.  Likewise smaller particles sinter faster (higher 

driving force) and reduce the porosity difference inside and outside the large particles more quickly, 

causing a more homogeneous structure in terms of porosity and eventually grain size.  Once the porosity 

difference in the two regions is reduced and eliminated, the driving force for increased diffusion and grain 

growth also disappears and small grains then grow faster for surface area reduction and “catch up” in 

grain size, creating a completely homogeneous structure in terms of porosity and grain size with sufficient 

sintering time and temperature. 

5.5 Phase Identification 
 X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

were used to identify the phases present in the bulk material after sintering.  Relevant XRD data can be 

seen in Figures 37 and 38, while SEM/EDS data can be found in Figures 48 – 51 and Tables 7 and 8.  

First, XRD curves were analyzed to look for secondary phase peaks in order to help identify precipitates 

that might be forming during sintering.  This analysis showed the formation of two precipitate phases, one 

of which was fairly easily and confidently identified as matching the powder diffraction file for Fe6W6C.  

This phase showed more peaks with greater intensity than the other precipitate phase, indicating it likely 

represents a larger volume fraction of the sample and also making it easier to positively identify.  The 

second phase was only observed in two small XRD peaks (at diffraction angles of 43.7° and 50.8° as seen 

in Figure 28).  Based on their trends of increasing and decreasing intensity compared to the Fe6W6C peaks 

across the different milling times and sintering parameters, it became clear that these two peaks were 

generated by a distinct phase different from Fe6W6C.   

 However, positively identifying the phase off of only two peaks was more difficult than with 

Fe6W6C.  When restricting the powder diffraction file search to only W, Ni, Fe, or C (possibly introduced 

through WC grinding media) containing phases, there are only two phases that have significant peaks near 

the two observed peaks: Ni3Fe intermetallic phase or FCC Ni.  Based on the Ni-Fe phase diagram [54] 

seen in Figure 55 and the 3:1 nickel to iron ratio, it is likely for the ordered Ni3Fe phase to form.  

However, the significant shifting of the peaks from the powder diffraction file angles for Ni3Fe as seen in 

Figure 38 cannot easily explained by compositional variation of the Ni3Fe ordered phase.  The FCC Ni 

phase, on the other hand, could be expected to exhibit the observed shift if significant amounts of W were 

to be dissolved in solid solution causing an increase in the lattice parameter.  The pure nickel FCC lattice 

parameter is about 3.52 Å, but the observed shifted peaks indicate a lattice parameter of around 3.58 Å.  

According to the lattice spacing handbook [60], this lattice parameter increase correlates to about 15 at% 
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Figure 55 Fe-Ni phase diagram [54] Reprinted with permission of ASM International. All rights reserved. www.asminternational.org 

Figure 56 Ni-W phase diagram [54] Reprinted with permission of ASM International. All rights reserved. www.asminternational.org 

W dissolved in Ni.  Figure 56 shows the W-Ni phase diagram [54], indicating significant solubility of W 

in Ni, which would be expected in this situation given the high W content and could explain the shifted 

XRD peaks by increasing the lattice parameter.  

 

 

http://www.asminternational.org/
http://www.asminternational.org/
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 With XRD seeming to provide initial indications to identify the two precipitate phases, SEM with 

EDS was used to improve this understanding by observing compositional variation within the 

microstructure.  As described in Section 4.2.3.3, the very fine microstructure of the samples sintered 

below 1300°C made it difficult to confidently gather EDS data.  Even with these challenges, Figure 48 

shows clear evidence for the formation of two different Ni/Fe enriched phases in addition to the W matrix 

in a 1200°C sintered sample.  Samples sintered to 1300°C with coarser microstructure (and similar-

looking XRD peaks) were analyzed more extensively with EDS for secondary phases.  These results 

showed three distinct phases: the W matrix phase with a W:Ni ratio of over 100 in general; the Ni/Fe 

elevated phase with a W:Ni ratio of about 5 and a Fe:Ni ratio of about 0.35; and the Ni/Fe rich phase with 

a W:Ni ratio of about 0.5 and a Fe:Ni ratio of about 0.33.  It is interesting to note the consistent 3:1 nickel 

to iron ratio in both precipitate phases.  Due to the similar size and weight of Ni and Fe compared to W, it 

was found useful to look at the Ni/Fe composition relative to the W composition and treat the system 

almost as a binary alloy.  With this thought process, Table 9 was generated showing approximate weight 

percent ratios compared to estimated atomic percent ratios of W and Ni/Fe for the two precipitate phases 

using simple binary alloy system conversions and averaging the Ni and Fe atomic weights. 

Table 9: Estimated Atomic and Weight Percent of Precipitate Phases Relative to Ni/Fe 

Phase Ni/Fe Elevated Ni/Fe Rich 

W:Ni/Fe in wt% 3.65 0.38 

Ni/Fe 1 1 

W:Ni/Fe in at% 1.13 0.12 

Ni/Fe 1 1 

 Table 9 provides a better understanding of the EDS data by showing the atomic percent of Ni/Fe 

compared to W.  It shows the Ni/Fe elevated phase to have almost a 1:1 W:Ni/Fe ratio, presenting more 

clearly the true chemical composition without the skewed wt% of the heavier W.  This is consistent with 

the Fe6W6C-like structure matched in the XRD peaks.  However, rather than being exactly Fe6W6C, the 

phase may be more like (Fe, Ni)6W6C, based on the 3:1 nickel to iron ratio present in this phase. Useful 

insights are also provided into the Ni/Fe rich phase, which has a W:Ni/Fe ratio of only 0.12.  This Ni/Fe 

rich EDS data appears consistent with a solid solution of Ni, Fe, and W and also represents similar W 

content to the 15 at% W estimated from the lattice spacing handbook [60] for the observed XRD peak 

shift. As the W-Ni phase diagram shows, W can be expected to dissolve to about the amounts observed, 

and Fe is highly soluble in Ni as well.  Another possibility is that this phase is actually only Ni and Fe and 

the small W EDS signal is simply due to the surrounding W-rich areas.    However, the consistency of 

some of the W composition via EDS would seem to refute this explanation, which would expect at least a 

couple readings of much lower W content if the true phase is only Fe and Ni. 
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 With the characterization techniques available to us, there is no good, clear-cut way to distinguish 

whether this Ni/Fe rich phase is an FCC solid solution of Ni, Fe, and W or the ordered Ni3Fe with some 

signal leakage from the surrounding W matrix.  An argument could be made either way, but based on the 

greater likelihood of XRD peak shift caused by dissolution of W into the FCC Ni lattice than shifting of 

the Ni3Fe peaks as well as the consistent presence of significant W content with coarsening 

microstructure (even with less W signal leakage from surrounding areas), an FCC solid solution of Ni, Fe, 

and W is the more logical conclusion.  The W composition matches quite well with the solubility of W in 

Ni from the W-Ni phase diagram and the 3:1 nickel to iron ratio is expected from the starting 

composition.  Likewise, the observed XRD peak position is consistent with a Ni lattice with 15 at% W 

dissolved [60], which is quite similar to the W:Ni/Fe ratio of 0.12 measured by EDS.  This error could be 

explained by experimentation and also by the effect of a significant amount of Fe dissolved in the W 

causing a confounding effect on the lattice parameter change. 

 Therefore, based on EDS and XRD analysis the observations are consistent with the precipitation 

of two secondary phases during sintering: (Fe, Ni)6W6C and at a lower volume fraction an FCC solid 

solution of W, Ni, and Fe.  (Fe, Ni)6W6C will likely increase strength, but reduce ductility of the resulting 

bulk material, while the FCC solid solution will likely have the opposite effect.  The increased strength is 

desirable, but the reduced ductility is very much not as this application requires high plasticity and shear 

banding to maximize penetration. 

5.6 Hardness Testing and Mechanical Properties 
 Vickers micro and macrohardness testing were performed on all samples to assess mechanical 

properties as show in Figure 53.   The hardness data generally followed the pattern in density, showing a 

strong increase with increasing sintering temperature as expected as well as a slight positive correlation 

with increasing milling time.  One interesting observation was that hardness values seemed to max out at 

about 400 – 450 HV for most of the 1200 and 1300°C sintered samples.  This can be explained by a 

combination of density and grain size.  The 1200°C samples had slightly lower density, which would 

reduce hardness measurements, but also smaller grain size leading to higher hardness.  Therefore, the two 

effects of density and grain size compensate for each other, leading to an effective maximum hardness 

around 400 – 450 HV.    
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Chapter 6 

 

6. Conclusions 
 Powder processing of W – 3 wt% Ni – 1 wt% Fe was used to observe the effects of milling time 

and sintering temperature on densification, microstructure, grain size, and mechanical properties of the 

bulk material for potential replacement of depleted uranium in kinetic energy penetrators.  The goal of 

this work is to be able to process a bulk nanocrystalline tungsten heavy alloy.  SEM, XRD, and particle 

size analysis were used to assess the effects of milling.  Milling produced a bimodal particle size 

distribution with one peak between 1 and 10 microns and the other between 50 and 150 microns.  Particle 

size reduced slightly with increasing milling time, but maintained a bimodal distribution.  XRD peak 

broadening analysis by the Williamson-Hall method showed lattice strain increasing to 1.5% during 

milling with crystallite size reduced to below 50 nm, while peak shifting indicated a reduction in W lattice 

parameter due to dissolution of Ni and Fe atoms into the W BCC lattice.  Therefore, milling was shown to 

produce the desirable nanocrystalline structure as well as the metastable dissolution of Ni and Fe into the 

W lattice beyond equilibrium solubility limits. 

 Post-sintering bulk characterization showed density increasing strongly with increasing sintering 

temperature to above 90% of theoretical density at 1200°C.  Density increased slightly and apparent 

activation energy for sintering decreased strongly with increasing milling time, probably due to greater Ni 

activation of W diffusion during sintering.  SEM micrographs to examine microstructure showed the 

development of a bimodal grain size distribution with smaller, generally submicron grains in areas of 

lesser porosity and larger grains on the order of 1 – 4 µm in areas of greater porosity.  This is believed to 

be connected to the bimodal particle size distribution from milling.  XRD and SEM also showed the 

precipitation of two secondary phases during sintering: (Fe, Ni)6W6C intermetallic incorporating carbon 

from the grinding media and an FCC solid solution of Ni, Fe, and W as Ni and Fe diffuse back out of the 

W lattice and incorporate some W.  The intermetallic phase will increase strength but reduce ductility of 

the bulk material, which is not desirable, but the FCC phase will have the opposite effect of increasing 

ductility.  Micro and macrohardness testing show similar trends generally following density with a strong 

correlation with sintering temperature and a weaker trend with increasing milling time.  Vickers hardness 

appears to maximize at 400 – 450 HV after sintering at 1200 and 1300°C independent of milling or 

sintering time. 

 These results showed a powder processing approach to be a promising method of producing a 

bulk nanocrystalline tungsten heavy alloy.  Milling produces a nanocrystalline structure and 

supersaturates the W lattice with Ni and Fe to improve sintering kinetics and impede grain growth.  

However, CIP and pressureless sintering are insufficient methods for achieving the high density and small 

grain size required for this application.  Likewise, the precipitation of brittle phases is not beneficial for 

the high plasticity needed from penetrator material.  However, these challenges can be overcome with 
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appropriate modifications.  Continued work with pure W and no alloying as well as other grinding media 

(to prevent the introduction of WC) could help to prevent brittle phase formation and better understand 

the cause of bimodal grain sizes.  Quenching from high temperature rather than ambient cooling could 

also prevent brittle phase formation.  Further work should include more advanced compaction and 

sintering techniques combining temperature and pressure simultaneously such as hot isostatic pressing or 

spark plasma sintering to maximize densification while minimizing grain growth.  High strain-rate testing 

of the bulk samples is also needed to determine the critical grain size at which the desirable shear bands 

form.  Future work might also consider reducing the amount of Ni and Fe to maintain activated sintering, 

but reduce or prevent the presence of brittle intermetallic phases that reduce ductility and therefore 

effectiveness as a penetrator material. 
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Fig. A1.1 Unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions 

Fig. A1.2 15 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions 

Appendix A: Powder Characterization 

 

A.1 Particle Size Analysis 
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Fig. A1.4 50 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions 

Fig. A1.3 25 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions 
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Fig. A1.5 100 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particle size distributions 

Fig. A2.1 Low-magnification SEM micrograph of unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

 

 

A.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
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Fig. A2.2 High-magnification SEM micrograph of unmilled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.3 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Fig. A2.5 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.4 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Fig. A2.6 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.7 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Fig. A2.9 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.8 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Fig. A2.11 SEM micrograph of 100 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.10 SEM micrograph of 100 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Fig. A2.12 SEM micrograph of 100 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 

Fig. A2.13 SEM micrograph of 100 hour milled W-3Ni-1Fe particles 
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Figure A3.1 Full XRD curves of unmilled, 15, 25, 50, and 100 hour milled powder samples 

A.3 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
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Figure B1.1 XRD curves for 15 hour milled samples – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 

Appendix B: Bulk Characterization 

 

B.1 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 
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Figure B1.2 XRD curves for 25 hour milled samples – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 

Figure B1.3 XRD curves for 25 hour milled samples with vertical lines drawn indicating expected peak 
positions for Ni3Fe and FCC Ni – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 
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Figure B1.4 XRD curves for 50 hour milled samples with vertical lines drawn indicating expected peak 
positions for Ni3Fe and FCC Ni – sintering temp increases vertically as indicated in legend 

Figure B2.1 SEM micrograph of 25 hour milled 1300°C 25 hour sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
sample 

  
 

 

B.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
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Figure B2.2 SEM micrograph of 50 hour milled 1300°C 75 hour sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
sample 

 

 

 
Figure B2.3 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled 1000°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
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Figure B2.5 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled 1200°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 

Figure B2.4 SEM micrograph of 15 hour milled 1100°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
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Figure B2.7 SEM micrograph of 50 hour milled 1100°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 

Figure B2.6 SEM micrograph of 50 hour milled 1000°C sintered W-3Ni-1Fe 
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Table B2.1: W Matrix Phase Point-Based EDS Composition Readings 

Sample (Relative to Ni in wt%) W:Ni Ni Fe:Ni 

15 hr mill 1100°C for 1 hr HT 42.26 1 0.60 

25 hr mill 1100°C for 1 hr HT 85.08 1 0.88 

15 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 94.44 1 0.71 

25 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 136.89 1 1 

50 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 156.75 1 0.98 

15 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 123.15 1 0.85 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 133.20 1 0.93 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 137.10 1 0.79 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 136.95 1 0.95 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 107.12 1 0.58 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 141 1 0.86 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 141.09 1 0.79 

15 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 159.40 1 0.87 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 143.12 1 0.81 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 113.11 1 0.83 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 136.96 1 0.93 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 118.72 1 0.77 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 137 1 0.90 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 118.73 1 0.75 

Average 114.48 1 0.80 

 

Table B2.2: Ni/Fe Elevated Point-Based EDS Composition Readings 

Sample (Relative to Ni in wt%) W:Ni Ni Fe:Ni 

15 hr mill 1100°C for 1 hr HT 3.66 1 0.36 

25 hr mill 1100°C for 1 hr HT 5.40 1 0.35 

15 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 4.95 1 0.34 

25 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 7.14 1 0.35 

25 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 6.63 1 0.40 

50 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 4.89 1 0.35 

50 hr mill 1200°C for 1 hr HT 5.33 1 0.34 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 4.69 1 0.35 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 4.72 1 0.32 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 25 hr HT 4.72 1 0.33 

15 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 4.65 1 0.33 

25 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 4.66 1 0.35 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 4.58 1 0.35 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 4.93 1 0.36 

50 hr mill 1300°C for 75 hr HT 4.86 1 0.38 

Average 4.96 1 0.35 
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Figure B3.1 Macrohardness as a function of sintering temperature for all three milling times 

B.3 Hardness Testing 
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Figure B3.2 Microhardness as a function of milling time for all sintering temperatures and times 

Figure B3.3 Macrohardness as a function of milling time for all sintering temperatures and times 
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B.4 Density Measurement 
 

Table B4.1 Pre-Sintering, Pre-re-CIP Caliper Density 

Sintering Parameters 
Milling Time 

15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

1000°C 1 hr HT 12.23 11.86 9.97 

1100°C 1 hr HT 12.41 11.87 10.34 

1200°C 1 hr HT 12.14 11.71 10.02 

1300°C 25 hr HT --- 11.11 --- 

1300°C 75 hr HT 11.58 11.43 11.52 

 

Table B4.2 Pre-Sintering, Post-re-CIP Caliper Density 

Sintering Parameters 
Milling Time 

15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

1000°C 1 hr HT --- 12.13 9.98 

1100°C 1 hr HT 12.41 12.04 10.68 

1200°C 1 hr HT 12.27 12.43 10.32 

1300°C 25 hr HT --- --- --- 

1300°C 75 hr HT --- --- --- 

 

Table B4.3 Pre-Sintering, Pre-re-CIP Archimedes’ Density (in g/cc) 

Milling Time 15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

Density (g/cc) 12.47 12.90 14.50 

 

Table B4.4 Post-Sintering Caliper Density 

Sintering Parameters 
Milling Time 

15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

1000°C 1 hr HT --- 13.55 14.60 

1100°C 1 hr HT 15.07 15.01 15.21 

1200°C 1 hr HT 16.60 16.67 16.66 

1300°C 25 hr HT --- --- --- 

1300°C 75 hr HT 17.19 17.43 16.32 

 

Table B4.5 Post-Sintering Archimedes’ Density (in g/cc) 

Sintering Parameters 
Milling Time 

15 hr 25 hr 50 hr 

1000°C 1 hr HT 15.42 15.33 15.63 

1100°C 1 hr HT 16.33 16.25 16.25 

1200°C 1 hr HT 16.90 16.85 17.16 

1300°C 25 hr HT 18.08 17.65 18.17 

1300°C 75 hr HT 17.81 17.88 17.16 
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Appendix C: Permissions 
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C.3 Cambridge University Press 
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